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Millennium falcon cockpit view

I'm surprised there's no doubt about it. With the cockpit being located far to the right of the ship, there is a gigantic pile of metal blocking much view of the pilot. The Falcon seems to be (at least partially) maneuvered by vision (windows), so what's the point in putting this capsule in such an extremely strange place? Like you've never seen this before! April 1,
2016 If you're reading this, chances are you at some point wanted to fly the Millennium Falcon. yes, me too, especially every moment I'm awake. We've seen amateurs build drone versions of the iconic spaceship, learn what sounds make the old smuggler work, and pretend to fly it through Google Maps. Some dedicated fans even built a replica. Today, the
official Star Wars Instagram showed the next closest thing to a real-life Falcon cockpit: a 360-degree panoramic photo. You can explore the cockpit on Facebook, where they will have exciting views like the ceiling:Look at the panelsScreenshot by the author, FacebookHan Solo and Chewbacca once stayed here. We like them. Scre and other angles, much
less dull than those. Explore! More Amazing Entertainment as usual! You never disappoint. But I have a question. Realistically each of these greeblies on the outside of the hull would serve a purpose or be attached to something inside. There's a lot of exposed mechanics. Have you thought about what they are or what they do? Sensors, cameras, outlet
valves, etc...? I think about the mechanics of an aircraft and wonder what it would be like to crawl with a screwdriver or screwdriver trying to solve a problem outside these ships. Each greeble would have at least two fasteners holding it on the hull, so each was screwed for some purpose, right? But again. I love it! It's like duct tape on top of bandaids on top of
metal plates covering gum over plywood. Hey C17, thanks! Believe it or not... every greeblie, tube, and details I added to the exterior of the ship I really think ok... This has to do something, right? In reality (the reality of the ship), all these greeblies would not be as exposed as they are, but the pilots stripped as much of the outer armor jacket as they could
reduce the weight. They've made a lot of special modifications... It would be great if someone took on the challenge of labeling each greeblie and adding their function. That would be worth a t-shirt what a piece of junk! I like it and I think it's cool, but with all these details, it looks like it would be a mile long. I can't wait to see the full scale again. Hey KD, thank
you very much! You're right... seems to be too long. All the sketches I made of the full ship only show half of the cockpit's main tube before we reach the family body in the shape of a hamburger. I'm really looking forward to getting back to full-scale construction too! There is a CNC my name just waiting for me! I thought the same thing, watching watching
build progress. Greg's crumpling this thing! or What is the use of shielding if most of your electrical conduits are on the outside of it?. The important thing to remember is that these details are for filming, not for the real-life function, the exception are models of Star Trek ships (and I'm sure others). Model manufacturers have to saturate the model with details in
the hope that it looks real on the screen with lower definition. The mothership of Close Encounters of the Third Kind, which is located in the Air and Space Museum, is full of small details that would never appear on screen. Details such as street lights, a USPS mail delivery box, and R2-D2 are included. I couldn't have said it better. You are now my official
spokesperson! Guy! I just watched your last upload. The details are mind-blowing! So excited to see you walking away about it! Hi Gang, WHEW... It's been a busy couple of months. The world is a little crazy right now and I think we all feel it one way or another. Just a lot going on and I've been trying to understand the chaos... Thanks for staying with me all
these years. We'll be back on track soon! Unfortunately... I had to say goodbye to one of my four four-legged colleagues. Her name was Cisco. She was 18. I was lucky enough to have her for 16 of your 18 years. She was my best friend in the whole world... Sleep well, Winky... Hi Gang, WHEW... It's been a busy couple of months. The world is a little crazy
right now and I think we all feel it one way or another. Just a lot going on and I've been trying to understand the chaos... Thanks for staying with me all these years. We'll be back on track soon! Unfortunately... I had to say goodbye to one of my four four-legged colleagues. Her name was Cisco. She was 18. I was lucky enough to have her for 16 of your 18
years. She was my best friend in the whole world... See Annex 1312038 Sleep well, Winky... Very sad, Sofa... such a beautiful girl! Hi Gang, WHEW... It's been a busy couple of months. The world is a little crazy right now and I think we all feel it one way or another. Just a lot going on and I've been trying to understand the chaos... Thanks for staying with me
all these years. We'll be back on track soon! Unfortunately... I had to say goodbye to one of my four four-legged colleagues. Her name was Cisco. She was 18. I was lucky enough to have her for 16 of your 18 years. She was my best friend in the whole world... See Annex 1312038 Sleep well, Winky... My condolences, friend. I know very well what it's like to
lose a good friend *hugs* I'm sorry to hear of your loss. I've been through this many times in the last few years. It's very hard to say goodbye to our furry friends. Too much, couch! 18 years old! Looks like you two had a great run, and tons of good memories, I'm sure. Make sure you take care of yourself now, hard times. Thank you for all the inspiration and
education over the years!!! I'm sorry to hear this They never ever Long enough for us. All the best to you! Losing a pet is so hard. We're never ready. I'm sorry for your loss. Thank you for the kind words, my friends. I thank each of you and your continued support. : ) Very sad to hear of your loss Greg P.S. sorry we haven't contacted you anymore! to say that
things were hectic would be an understatement! Re: 1:1 Millennium Falcon Console Replica Hi Gang, need some ADVICE! As you can see in the photos below, the 3D-printed acceleration greeblies are very thin on walls. To reduce the costs of 3D printing, Starkiller and I decided to empty as much of the part as possible. Ultimately, the idea is to be able to
make molds of this part. I want to fill the ass making the greeblies a solid and more durable piece. Normally, and without thinking, I would have used fiberglass resin to fill the areas. But I don't know how the resin would react with 3D printing from the powder base. Question: Does anyone have a better suggestion? Resin? Putty? Ideas? Top and bottom view
The idea is to fill the bottom making the piece very solid and easier to shape Another top and bottom view of the throttle greeblies So what is the ideal product to use to fill them? Resin? A JB weld-type mass? Thank you Gang! have been identified? I can find them in snowspeeder and X-axis cabins as well. I have a side view this afternoon with some
interesting details... maybe even a manufacturer's seal. Can't find the search thread that these have already been identified? I can find them in snowspeeder and X-axis cabins as well. I have a side view this afternoon with some interesting details... maybe even a manufacturer's seal. Can not find the search thread View annex 1328770 Hey THD, these parts
have not yet been identified. We have a very good 3D model and physical mold of the part in question, but from what I can see there are 2 or 3 different versions of this part. Even with a part number and stamp... we still can't figure out what it is. You know there's a guy in the world who has it near the cargo box just hidden in his attic! Hi Gang, more yt-300
project updates have been posted! In other news... The cockpit is coming home! More on that little bit of information later! Page 2 Hey Guys!!! I was watching The Mandalorian and noticed how Falcon-ish is the cockpit of his ship, check it out: Read my mind yet? I wonder if anyone is thinking of going full 1:1-Millennium-Falcon-Cockpit-replica in that cockpit!
Hi, I'm new here. I'm trying to build a large-scale millennium falcon cockpit. I'll be open to suggestions. Hey, guys!!! I was watching The Mandalorian and noticed how Falcon-ish is the cockpit of his ship, check it out: Read my mind yet? I wonder if anyone is thinking of going full 1:1-Millennium-Falcon-Cockpit-replica in that Lol! I must admit, I haven't seen
mandalorian yet. Yes, looking at these images, the cockpit is VERY OT in design. They combined a lot of MF and X-Wing elements. E E used real windows! Great photos! Hi, I'm new here. I'm trying to build a large-scale millennium falcon cockpit. I'll be open to suggestions. See Annex 1086539 Hey J, Welcome to RPF! Better yet... what better way to start
your RPF adventure than to build an MF cockpit at 1:1 scale! The first thing I suggest is to make sure that you have the room, and height, to build such a great project. The cockpit, depending on how far to the ship you go, is bigger than a small car. So be sure to think about your project step by step. The largest and probably heaviest parts of the building will
be the floor. The main section of the cockpit (where the navigation chairs rest) will be the largest section. Also, make sure that you can break the design so that you can get each piece through full size ports. In other words, make the cockpit modular! Feel free to contact us if you have questions. I'd love to help you in any way I can! Last edit: Nov 26, 2019 Hi
Gang! I finally finished another video of my YT-300 build. I hope you like it! Also... the CNC is working, as I mentioned, and I'm scheduling time to cut some very large 3/4 panels in preparation for the next project! Jeshurun - The best suggestion I think anyone can give is, sit down for a weekend (maybe more?) and read through this whole topic. Get a good
idea of everything SofaKing has spent in recent years building its cockpit. He's gone to places that mere mortals fear to step on (or have a better sense than to step on, hehe). I'm not trying to dissuade you, but, just get an idea of what you're doing. Alcoholism, rampant drug use, disconnection of family and friends, any of these things would have greatly
accelerated this project. All waking hours will need to be spent turning this project into existence. It should be your life, your obsession, maybe even... her lover. Kidding aside, you couldn't have a better instruction manual than this thread. SK has worked all the do's and it's not how to deal with something so massive. You can see how fast it went from living
room to garage to a rental shop space. Wishing all the luck. Lol! I must admit, I haven't seen mandalorian yet. Yes, looking at these images, the cockpit is VERY OT in design. They combined a lot of MF and X-Wing elements. And they used real windows! Great photos! Thank you! I don't want to hijack your wire, but here's more caps, maybe they can inspire
more stuff for your new cockpit. I love the controls, especially the led tip toggle switches!! They have the right mix of retro and new! Hi Gang, another yt-300 construction video! Nothing exciting or life-changing, but a little closer to finishing! Enjoy! Hello. First of all, a big thank you for this project. I look at your 545 pages in a week, this happiness! Thank you for
making us dream. You have admirers for France and you are my hero If I write to you is because I searched on each page the answer to a question left left since its first publication. What materials do v2 ??? MDF, aluminum, etc... I worked a few years in a DIY store with significant discounts for employees for MDF. I used to see abused for any kind of
project. Table, chair, shelf, painted on one side, 2, perforated, unperforated, etc... I think I did everything that could be done with that wood. In many ways it's great, except for one thing, durability... Even with 35mm there are curves, candles etc... Wood is a living material that the sun and moisture have always had because of it. All this to say I have
nightmares to imagine that you use this stuff for the V2. So if you have the answer to this question, kill the suspense, please! I thought a little on my side and thought of the aluminum profile V-slot, very sturdy, cheap for the structure. It is used in the frames of 3D printers and other CNC DIY. For the panels, one material that I find interesting is the Dibond, a
plastic composite aluminum. Very resistant, insensitive to moisture, good ink adhesion. A great standard for you, the cut is done on the CNC, I do not think the laser works on aluminum. The dish is a bit expensive, but it is durable. To fix both it takes screws but in fact when I see the number of manarna you have I think they could be very cleverly hidden
below. In a sense it's not the miraculous stuff but it has some interesting aspet here is good continuation Hi, I'm old here! It's been a long time, so I thought I'd go inside and see what's going on. Greg, you stone guy! Hi Gang, WOW... The holidays came and I went NON-STOP! I know most of you have been so well and our collective hearts go out to each
other! : ) Although I have worked like crazy I have been direlect in my duties in posting both vids and support images with these videos. Unfortunately... this post will not be excpetion! ; ) New vid Also, I apologize for not having gotten to all posts and emails earlier. Again, holidays take a long time. Merry Christmas to All! I hope you all have a very safe and
happy holiday. Be good to each other, be careful... Eat, drink and be happy! More to follow! Hi Gang, check out this new vid! Another great video on the way! Hi Gang, I just finished the last video of 2019. Ufa... With almost 20 minutes it was a lot of work. I know I haven't posted a lot of large-scale construction images, but I promise... 2020 will see me get back
at him! Although 2019 has gone in many directions, 2020 will be amazing! I hope you stick around, come for the ride and enjoy it. Most importantly, Happy New Year to all! Be safe and I hope you all spend time with family and friends! I love you all! That sounds absolutely amazing! You have a great eye for the look of Star Wars. I can't wait to see what the
handle of the suitcase is for. Have a prosperous (and productive) New Year! That sounds like Amazing! You have a great eye for the look of Star Wars. I can't wait to see what the handle is for. Have a prosperous (and productive) New Year! Thanks for the huge confidence boost! The handle of the suitcase? LoL Great description. Hey, we're back! He started
going through a few soons yesterday. I can stop taking my meds now. Hello. First of all, a big thank you for this project. I look at your 545 pages in a week, this happiness! Thank you, thank you for making us dream. You have admirers for France and you are my hero If I write to you is because I searched on each page the answer to a question not resolved
since its first publication. What materials do v2 ??? MDF, aluminum, etc... I worked a few years in a DIY store with significant discounts for employees for MDF. I used to see abused for any kind of project. Table, chair, shelf, painted on one side, 2, perforated, unperforated, etc... I think I did everything that could be done with that wood. In many ways it's
great, except for one thing, durability... Even with 35mm there are curves, candles etc... Wood is a living material that the sun and moisture have always had because of it. All this to say I have nightmares to imagine that you use this stuff for the V2. So if you have the answer to this question, kill the suspense, please! I thought a little on my side and thought of
the aluminum profile V-slot, very sturdy, cheap for the structure. It is used in the frames of 3D printers and other CNC DIY. For the panels, one material that I find interesting is the Dibond, a plastic composite aluminum. Very resistant, insensitive to moisture, good ink adhesion. A great standard for you, the cut is done on the CNC, I do not think the laser works
on aluminum. The dish is a bit expensive, but it is durable. To fix both it takes screws but in fact when I see the number of manarna you have I think they could be very cleverly hidden below. In a sense, it's not the miraculous stuff, but it has some interesting aspet here is good continuation Hey P, First, my apologies for the posterioresponse. Holidays always
take longer than we expect/want/think and always struggle to find time. I hope you had a wonderful and happy Merry Christmas and a fantastic New Year! Thank you so much for the kind words! I can't believe you read all 545 pages! That means a lot to me. As I always say, there will be a test! What materials are we going to use for cockpit V2? That's a very



good question. Actually, I had a conversation with a friend of mine a few weeks ago. The structure will probably be a metallic structure (not sure of the exact material) with a fiberglass subframe in certain areas. The actual panels can be an MDF/laminate combo or real aluminum panels. The cost is too high for aluminum, but all the ideas are on the table.
Once we realize the cost, that's when decisions start to be made about what we're really going to use. Thank you and I apologize again for the late response. I hope this helps? Hey Gang, I've been derleting into my duties and I feel very ashamed! So please punish me by checking these latest videos! Also, I'll go back to posting more images instead of just
the vids. Lots of new armor and piping added to the YT-300 More to follow! Hello? Is anyone home? I miss you, buddy. I hope you're putting up with all this. Page 3 Hello? Is anyone home? I miss you, buddy. I hope you're putting up with all this. Hey K, I know I know... I've been loosening up. Between work, the store and everything I knew it was only a matter
of time before something fell through the cracks. I'm going to get even! I promise, I promise! You girls keep me focused and focused! He has a recent video on YouTube, may have just come out of the habit of posting here soon after. Hey LTW, I got out of the habit. It's bad for me. As I explained above something fell through the cracks. I'm still working to get
time at cnc to hack the navigation computer across the scale, but C-19 stopped all this... OH, YES, I'M SORRY. But we'll get there. Hi Gang, Shame on me... Again! Each of you, dear/heartthrob, has been a great supporter all these years and I've failed to post anything in the last few months. No excuses... Then let's get to the case! The last few months have
been hectic, but I'm still marching forward with the YT-300 build. Much of my focus has been on creating videos - which can be very tiring at times. When the YT is finished, I'll move on to the full-scale nav computer to partner with my very lonely full-scale navigation chair and chess table. I'm very excited to get back on the whole scale. Anywho... here are the
latest images of the YT-300! Enjoy! I designed and laser cut a huge amount of WHOA greeblies to look at this piece of styrene moving away from the body! I think I've got... I've been in the way of this color scheme. This is just primer, but I really like it! Latest Vids: Episode 26 Episode 27 Again... I'm sorry i'm sorry about... Nothing. I hope you all stay with me
and enjoy the project. More importantly, I hope you're being smart and safe during these difficult times! Another post/update coming up in a few minutes! I love you all! Last edit: Apr 10, 2020 Sorry for the double post... It's been a long time since I put it on. I'm clearly out of touch! Last edit: Apr 10, 2020 Hi Gang, Another quick YT-300 update. I hope you like it!
I made this cool greeblie to fill a large empty section of the main body The shape is about 5-6 inches long and is made of styrene and plastic pipe Evergreen The construction has been a lot of fun! But even I have to admit... all these greeblies began to come to me. It never seemed like it was over! I added a little more detail and pipe included several parts of
the 1/32 scale tank model as well as slowly putting together details/greeblie work and then moved to the Main A lot of forward progress made! I'm sorry i don't need any gas stations, gang! I should be flaped... Ok, double posting doesn't count as an additional post! Glad to see you Back. As much as I love the YT-300 construction, I look forward to you
returning to full size. Ok, double posting doesn't count as an additional post! Glad to see you back. As much as I love the YT-300 construction, I look forward to you returning to full size. UGHHHH What happened! I didn't want to double the post... Okay... all fixed! Last edit: Apr 10, 2020 What was your main reason for making this model? Was it so you could
build without having to check and match reference? What was your main reason for making this model? Was it so you could build without having to check and match reference? Hey LTW, sorry for the late reply. I have to check my settings - I'm not getting any email notification. Hmmmm... The best way to answer that question is that I was getting tired of the
MF cockpit in general – 7-8 years is a long time for a single project. As much fun as it was/is working I needed a break. I'm still working full scale (even if it's in Dallas), I started a 1/4 scale version (which I hope to finish), I started a 1/12 version that came up with nothing and then worked a 1/6 version of the cockpit with Izzy - that we have kits for both the
console, the nav computer and the cockpit itself. All this effort leads to fire. So... I needed something to break the monotony. So why not create something different, but familiar that no one has ever done. And yes, you're right, it was my own design and I could be free with all this design and not be hindered by the accuracy of the screen. And it's been so much
fun! But... I DEF want to re-build props on a large scale. The CNC is now available and I am working like crazy to finish the YT-300. I hope that makes sense? Hey SofaKing. I decided to check out your topic for the first time starting with the one post and I'm absolutely amazed. I can't stop looking through every page (eventually I'll just go through all 540+), but
I can't help but find every part you've acquired! I recently found out that someone is selling the ctrl pedestal engine assbly for $100 and I'm so tempted to get it. I also found the col harsee toggle switches you're using. Of course, I never think I'd like to face such a big project, but I want to create the hyperspace lever console. Thank you for all your years of
dedication to giving people like me pure excitement. Last edit: Apr 27, 2020 Hey SofaKing. I decided to check out your topic for the first time starting with the one post and I'm absolutely amazed. I can't stop looking through every page (eventually I'll just go through all 540+), but I can't help but find every part you've acquired! Recently found out that someone
is selling the pedestal motor ctrl assbly $100 and I'm so tempted to get it. I also found the col harsee toggle switches you're using. Of course, I never think I'd like to face such a big project, but I want to create the hyperspace lever console. Thank you for all yours dedication to give people as I pure excitement. Hey HS! Thanks for taking the time to read each
page - congratulations to you! Don't let the size of any project intimidate you. The fact that you want to jump is amazing! I originally used the Piper control just for the fact that it was a set of levers. I really didn't have to do anything but find similar major acceleration tips and then find a way to mount it. As soon as I decided to go accurately on the screen, I
abandoned the piper controls and completely changed course. The cutting parts around the levers are the items in question. We have no idea what they are. I can help with the dimensions of the throttle housing if you want. Fortunately, there are many parts in the throttle housing - depending on which version you will create. Which villa are you most
interested in? Hey HS! Thanks for taking the time to read each page - congratulations to you! Don't let the size of any project intimidate you. The fact that you want to jump is amazing! I originally used the Piper control just for the fact that it was a set of levers. I really didn't have to do anything but find similar major acceleration tips and then find a way to
mount it. As soon as I decided to go accurately on the screen, I abandoned the piper controls and completely changed course. The cutting parts around the levers are the items in question. We have no idea what they are. I can help with the dimensions of the throttle housing if you want. Fortunately, there are many parts in the throttle housing - depending on
which version you will create. Which villa are you most interested in? I want to recreate the TFA house. Obviously it would be amazing to build the ESB, but I wanted mine to be a little different. Well, then, yes! I pm'd you my other q's, but I'll repeat it here so other people who might want to do it can see it. What specific hardware did you use to secure and
secure the threaded rod so you could achieve this smooth lever push? Last edit: May 2, 2020 I want to recreate the housing of TFA. Obviously it would be amazing to build the ESB, but I wanted mine to be a little different. Well, then, yes! I pm'd you my other q's, but I'll repeat it here so other people who might want to do it can see it. What specific hardware
did you use to secure and secure the threaded rod so you could achieve this smooth lever push? Ufa... That's a tough question! The assembly itself was laser cut with MDF, metal washers and screws I attached to the lower parts of the real accelerators. I'm going through every page trying to find images from the montage, unless you've already found it? The
only suggestion I have is to create the assembly first before cutting ANY holes in the actual housing. You will have to know all the almost exact spacing between each accelerator. Then measures for housing. I hope this makes sense? If you're going to replicate the TFA version check out this 360 cloth view of the cockpit I used this cloth view to help fill fill the
gaps we had for the ESB version. The throttle housing appears to be the same, but the greeblies and the throttle 2 sides are all different. But you have a great close-up of all the details! Hi Gang / Junkie Fellows! I just finished another YT-300 video! Enjoy and be sure to sign up! Please? And some pictures! I've spent the last few weeks cleaning the store and
gaining more space, so I couldn't work on anything... But as always... More to follow! Ufa... That's a tough question! The assembly itself was laser cut with MDF, metal washers and screws I attached to the lower parts of the real accelerators. I'm going through every page trying to find images from the montage, unless you've already found it? The only
suggestion I have is to create the assembly first before cutting ANY holes in the actual housing. You will have to know all the almost exact spacing between each accelerator. Then transfer these measures to housing. I hope this makes sense? If you're going to replicate the TFA version check out this 360 cloth view of the cockpit I used this cloth view to help
fill in the gaps we had for the ESB version. The throttle housing appears to be the same, but the greeblies and the throttle 2 sides are all different. But you have a great close-up of all the details! Here's the specific page you were talking about: 1:1 Millennium Falcon Cockpit Replica - Group Build Because the throttle housings are the same as your
observations, would you be willing to share me with your measurements? Last Edition Thanks: May 6, 2020 What? Five years ago? I remember that exact post! Man, this wire has been a staple of my morning routine for a long time. Thanks for everything, Greg! The model 300 is very cool. All this intricate greeblie work on the outside is definitely starting to
mess with my perception of your scale (in a good way!). Amazing, as always! You never disappoint. But I have a question. Realistically each of these greeblies on the outside of the hull would serve a purpose or be attached to something inside. There's a lot of exposed mechanics. Have you thought about what they are or what they do? Sensors, cameras,
outlet valves, etc...? I think about the mechanics of an aircraft and wonder what it would be like to crawl with a screwdriver or screwdriver trying to solve a problem outside these ships. Each greeble would have at least two fasteners holding it on the hull, so each was screwed for some purpose, right? But again. I love it! It's like duct tape on top of bandaids on
top of metal plates covering gum over plywood. Amazing, as always! You never disappoint. But I have a question. Realistically each of these greeblies on the outside of the hull would serve a purpose or be attached to something inside. There's a lot of exposed mechanics. Have you thought about what they are or what they do? cameras, outlet valves, etc...?
I about the mechanics of an aircraft and wonder what it would be like to crawl around with a screwdriver or screwdriver trying to solve a problem outside these ships. Each greeble would have at least two fasteners holding it on the hull, so each was screwed for some purpose, right? But again. I love it! It's like duct tape on top of bandaids on top of metal
plates covering gum over plywood. I thought the same thing, seeing this progress build. Greg's crumpling this thing! or What is the use of shielding if most of your electrical conduits are on the outside of it?. The important thing to remember is that these details are for filming, not for the real-life function, the exception are models of Star Trek ships (and I'm
sure others). Model manufacturers have to saturate the model with details in the hope that it looks real on the screen with lower definition. The mothership of Close Encounters of the Third Kind, which is located in the Air and Space Museum, is full of small details that would never appear on screen. Details such as street lights, a USPS mail delivery box, and
R2-D2 are included. I like it and I think it's cool, but with all these details, it looks like it would be a mile long. I can't wait to see the full scale again. That? Five years ago? I remember that exact post! Man, this wire has been a staple of my morning routine for a long time. Thanks for everything, Greg! The model 300 is very cool. All this intricate greeblie work on
the outside is definitely starting to mess with my perception of your scale (in a good way!). Thank you, MB! You always have a kind word and have a long time supporting chaos! You think we're going to spend eight years together? Page 4 Sofa! Loving your expanded work. However, is there still a Cockpit Millennium Falcon 1:1 in progress? Updates? Hey
C17, thank you very much! The full scale cockpit is coming home! We're working on a few things, but the plan is to get her back to the store before the end of the year. If/when she gets home I'm planning to finally finish the cockpit entrance, canopy and the outside climate. Great stuff! I like how these scale projects trick my brain into thinking they're 1:1 in full
size. Hey, Glad to know that the original 1:1 is coming home! It's going to be a little more crowded in that store. I really miss the updates on it. I like the closet doors with diagonal grooving. A little detail that adds a lot. Anyone would be fine. This project is very interesting. Nothing flashy, but something that could easily be cannon. testing the light bars. Hi
Gang, another video was posted of the YT-300 building! And please wait until the end to see the sneak peek image! Come back soon! Really looking forward to seeing the whole cockpit illuminated and the details of the finish! It looks pretty good so far. That cockpit 1/6 mf with the light bars on hell of a model testing the bars of light. That sounds really good!
Really looking forward to seeing cockpit all illuminate and the coating details! It looks pretty good so far. That 1/6 cockpit of mf with the light bars on is a hell of a Hey J model, I'm as excited as you are! But seeing the armor jacket brings a new level of excitement! But seeing the armor jacket brings a new level of excitement! Large areas covered quickly with
the very beautiful looks you managed to conjure is definitely satisfying! I hope one day to see the cockpit 1:1 covered in the same way! Hi Gang, another video to like! I think I need a vacation. Large areas covered quickly with the very beautiful looks you managed to conjure is definitely satisfying! I hope one day to see the cockpit 1:1 covered in the same
way! Hey FF, thank you very much! Don't worry, i'll be right back. The full-scale cockpit will receive complete treatment! My only fear is having to remove the outer skin for transport... These chairs are a thing of beauty! Hi Gang, another vid to enjoy! I'm so close to closing this project. More photos on the way! Better yet... the CNC is finally working and I can
get back to working on some full-scale props! Hi Gang, I've been very lazy posting images... me bad. There's no excuse! But I have another vid to enjoy! More to follow! Wow, I don't! The Blue Danube as music for your vid Greg; you're killing me Beautiful greeblie job in that cockpit btw Hi Gang, a quick photo/vid dump of my ongoing adventures! Page 5
Great job once again Greg and all! Then again, after all these years you are now master filler/painter/designer, etc... Hi Gang, another quick update! Enjoy the random photos! The new main closet is coming! The main console finally got its MMMMM rear panel primer I added a thin piece of styrene to the edges of the window to make the edge cleaner Much
more next! A new video on the way... Sofaking01, update in cargo hold. That's really great Izzymel! I can't wait until size one is back in action too. Hi Gang, another Vid! I hope you like it! Great job once again Greg and all! Then again, after all these years you are now master filler/painter/designer, etc... As usual... Thank you so much for the kind words, J!
You are always there with positive vibes! Sofaking01, update in cargo hold. OH, YES, I'M SORRY. I can't finish this! I'm really looking forward to getting the 1/4 scale greeblies scale. I'll make sure to put the shelf and its associated parts for you! Hi Gang! A few more videos posted this weekend! I'm trying to catch up. Among all the images, vids and the actual
compilation, I'm about 2-3 weeks ago. Ufa... Enjoy! Link the main channel more to follow! Hey SofaKing01 Not seen for a long time. What is the size of the Falcon cockpit entrance in Trying to figure out for a 3D model so I can get the balance. Hi Gang, just a quick upgrade to the floor and canopy window trim! Unfortunately, I can't make a video of everything I
do. I would never do anything! Floor slowly coming along seat poles showing where the navigation chairs will sit if I'll def add a 3rd chair would be tight, but I think a third chair will fit? The window trim and canopy are almost ready! Look at those clean lines! A little more stuffing &amp; sanding to do Need to add some filling to this area that's the result of hours
and hours of sanding! More to follow! I don't think it needs more than the two navigation chairs and the pilots' seat. It's a workship, not a long-range transport. I think it would be too tight. Yes... I agree with Katuna on this... Tight quarter makes for the not so friendly crew Great job in that window et cockpit, btw I don't think it needs more than the two navigation
chairs and the pilots seat. It's a workship, not a long-range transport. I think it would be too tight. Hey K, I DEF has to build two chairs. I'm going to put them both on one side and see how it looks. But you're probably right... Again! Page 6 yes... I agree with Katuna on this... tight quarter makes for not so friendly crew Great work in that window et cockpit, btw
Thank you, J! I think you and Katuna need to stand by the phone so I can pass all these bad ideas through you first! Hi Gang, another vid finally posted! I hope you like it! Even more, I hope you love funk music! Hi Gang, just a quick peek at this weekend's activities! More to follow! He's slow, but he's trainable. Hi Gang, part XIII is finally here! Enjoy! Thank
you all for your continued support! Last edit: Oct 9, 2019 Cool stuff Maynard. Should you have corner pads at the entrance to the door recess? I'd rather run to the door frame than that sharp outer corner. Are you going to fire the door? Looking at the end of your video and the peek, I couldn't help but see the cockpit near the design of a Flash Gordon ship...
good thing all in all the cool things Maynard. Should you have corner pads at the entrance to the door recess? I'd rather run to the door frame than that sharp outer corner. Are you going to fire the door? Corner pads? These guys have to learn to navigate the halls. I can't make it 100% safe. I don't know if I'm going to fire the door, but it's going to slide. I can
design and get the basic shell built this weekend... Hmmmmm... Looking at the end of your video and the peek, I couldn't help but see the cockpit near the design of a Flash Gordon ship... good things all in all thank you, J! The part you're looking at is where the cconcussion tubes are located in the original MF. I can renetworking that part - make it a little lower
and wider at the back. Couch! Loving your expanded work. However, is there still a Cockpit Millennium Falcon 1:1 in progress? Updates? In fact, Katuna, many designers/artists at SW were saying that there are many dangerous places around the galaxy. Without most of the time, and risky pieces of equipment situated around this is where we are with the
cockpit 1/6 scale YT-1300. Hi Gang, lots of fun forward progress this weekend! Just a few images to post before the new new is finished This is a strange looking arrangement I delivered the double seat console to another... My favorite update! More to follow then stay tuned! Hi Gang, another vid posted! Ufa... No rest for the tired Enjoy Beauty being created!
Love for Hi Gang bits, another quick update! He made some progress forward in the main cabinets. Enjoy! Many laser cutting details testing different door patterns Handle/button panel More HMMMM test cuts... Laser Cutter IS NOT liking how thin these lines are More to follow! Page 7 The pad on top of the tube would be great for a remote manipulator arm.
It can have tracks to the central area of the cannon and be used for remote maintenance when not on the space pier or atmo. An articulated arm could reach almost the entire disc. Hi Gang, another vid to enjoy some more sneak peek images of where I am with the YT-300 Concept Cockpit! Video - Enjoy sneak peek single seat console coming along! Bottom
mech boxes Top secret panels The window finish is almost ready for your second layer! Dowels help keep the canopy in place and facilitate the removal of the wavy floor has been added along with the inner skin! Acrylic beauty panels are ready for new custom decals of the YT-300 series... and maybe some back lighting! More to follow then stay tuned! The
cushion on top of the tube would be great for a remote manipulator arm. It can have tracks to the central area of the cannon and be used for remote maintenance when not on the space pier or atmo. An articulated arm could reach almost the entire disc. Hey H, it's funny you mention the articulated arm. My idea for the YT-300 is that the ship originally began
its life as a maintenance ship that removed debris from known imperial shipping routes. That's all I'm going to say. Now! The galaxy is in chaos and you're just a little ship dragging crap out of the way so someone doesn't run you over. You're like cal trans (or whatever the alabama equivalent) of the universe. You may need to add some space shovels for
them to lean on as they complain about how overworked and underpaid they are. Don't start with that asshole palpatine... Fast vid on small 1/6 scale YT-1300 consoles. Courtesy of Sofaking01 Version One of the Yoke. Working on version 2 Great job you guys!!! Version one of Yoke. Working on Version 2 Looking forward to a scanned version of the yoke.
Sending an e-mail. ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC! Hi Gang, another YT-300 concept cockpit adventure! Enjoy! Nice beans! I love the music selection too. Hi Gang, another YT-300 concept cockpit adventure! Enjoy! Great stuff as always, Couch! **Warning: I have no firsthand experience with this, but I have seen many professionals use this technique.**
Instead of brushing the weld in a then stick the other part into it (like normal glue), use this technique: Hold the two pieces together in their correct positions, then use the capillary action to pull the adhesive adhesive the joint. My lovely assistant, Adam (who has a ton of experience with this sort of thing), demonstrates here (with styrene, but the method is the
same for acrylic): It should start around 8:00 or more. Last edit: September 11, 2019 The galaxy is in chaos and you're just a little ship dragging crap out of the way so someone doesn't run you over. You're like cal trans (or whatever the alabama equivalent) of the universe. You may need to add some space shovels for them to lean on as they complain
about how overworked and underpaid they are. Don't start with that asshole palpatine... Lol! It's a big lonely galaxy. Somebody's got to clean it up. I'm working on a small/simple story for the ship. I can't think of a good name for her? Nice beans! I love the music selection too. Thank you, K! She's starting to come together. I hate the fact that I only have the
weekends to work and I look forward to doing this project. Unfortunately, I'm performing our great classical music to use for the vids. YouTube has a free music page and I've exhausted almost all the good stuff... Maybe I have to recycle? Great stuff as always, Couch! **Warning: I have no firsthand experience with this, but I have seen many professionals
use this technique.** Instead of brushing the weld on a surface, then sticking the other part into it (like normal glue), use this technique: Hold the two pieces together in their correct positions, then use the capillary action to pull the adhesive into the joint. My lovely assistant, Adam (who has a ton of experience with this sort of thing), demonstrates here (with
styrene, but the method is the same for acrylic): It should start around 8:00 or more. Hey BBD, I usually do exactly what the AS is doing. I put some adhesive just to prevent the acrylic from sliding out of position. Once the two pieces are in place I put the sticker in place and let it work its magic. I love the video! Lol! It's a big lonely galaxy. Somebody's got to
clean it up. I'm working on a small/simple story for the ship. I can't think of a good name for her? How about Carina's Earring? The guy looks at the ship for the first time and thinks it looks like the canteen bartender's favorite earring. The name stays. Hi Gang, a few more images and a video from the last few weeks of my YT-300 Adventure... The front
window, after a brutal fall from the work bench, is almost finished! It never ends! More Filling Internal Cutting Board Video I hope you're all enjoying it! Stay tuned... More to follow! How about Carina's Earring? The guy looks at the ship for the first time and thinks it looks like the canteen bartender's favorite earring. The name stays. Hey H, that really bell bells...
I like that. How about the Ring of Carina? Page 8 yes, I do not know why, they just talked to me rsrsrs. C gives you a bit of a starfighter feel that for a freighter just limits the available (and already limited) usable viewing area. The other two seem more or inspired and look like logical changes in models or updates maybe? Lol! Again, your choices were so
different and that's what I liked. It made me stay behind and think... The concept ship I'm thinking of will be a YT-300 variant. It would have been built a good 50-100 years before 1300. It will have very similar lines as the very old MF. I'm coming up with a origin story and back on the ship now. Interesting project Greg... prob is: I can't decide on these nose
cones... many good choices Hi Gang, OK... then the CNC won't be ready for a long time. So no Nav Computer until then. Ugh... With all that extra free time I wasn't sure which direction to go. I talked to our friend Brian from The Smuggler's Room and he made me think about making another booth on a large scale. Although that was always the plan, I began
to think of Joe Johnston's cockpit sketches from The Star Wars Sketchbook. I love these images! Brian and I shared some ideas and he really, but a fire under my ass to create my own SW YT style cockpit based very strongly on Johnston's sketches. I love the idea! But with all the things there's a catch. I want to start small so I can work out all the details
before going on a large scale. So my thought is that... A 1/6 scale cockpit based on Johnston's original sketches mixed with my own design elements. If it works... we're going on a large scale! I've already started messing with the idea of the front window! See annex 1030507 What do you think? I like A and G... for larger viewing port. However, I had a
different idea, how about the cockpit of the Outrider? we saw interpretations of the YT-2700 freighter, but they always seem a bit off what that ship should be: a newer MF, so.... ow about it? The Outrider! Hi Gang, Finally managed to work in the store and create a new video. And of course... Summer is here and I'm sure some of you know what it's like to
work in cloudy, warm and humid weather – UGH! Anyway, the vid is from last week, so there's a lot more going on with this project. Also, another video is coming highlighting another scam! Lots of good stuff from that show! Episode 19: The YT-300 Concept Cockpit More To Follow! Last edit: Jul 2, 2019 I like A and G... for larger viewing port. However, I had
a different idea, how about the cockpit of the Outrider? we saw interpretations of the YT-2700 freighter, but they always seem a bit off what that ship should be: a newer MF, so.... ow about it? The Outrider! Hey BK, HMMMMM... The Outrider? The idea of the YT-300 window is to be a flat, simple cockpit. The Outrider has the basic look of the original MF, but
has those interesting beams coming out the sides. Can I make a conceptual window and see how it looks? Hey BK, HMMMMM... The Outrider? The idea of the YT-300 window is to be a flat cockpit and O Outrider Outrider the basic look and feel of the original MF, but it has those interesting beams coming out the sides. Can I make a conceptual window and
see how it looks? Please do it! I understand your Idea YT-300, but I was just hoping I could bring you to the Outrider Hehehehehehe Hi Gang camp, just a quick glimpse of this weekend's activities! Vid on the way! More to follow then stay tuned! Anyway, the vid is from last week, so there's a lot more going on with this project. Also, another video is coming
highlighting another scam! Lots of good stuff from that show! A little off the subject, I know, but what's the song in that video. In particular I was trying to identify the pipe that rings at the beginning - I used to play the penny whistle for a while and really like what I'm hearing on this track. A little off the subject, I know, but what's the song in that video. In
particular I was trying to identify the pipe that rings at the beginning - I used to play the penny whistle for a while and really like what I'm hearing on this track. Hey MV, the song I use is from the YouTube Music Library. I don't remember the exact name, but it's DEF in your library for creators. Okay, thanks, I'm going to have a rummage. Aaah, the YT-A/RAGE.
One of the first perpetual proton proto prop powders. That's really cool. You can still hear the noise, like a thousand merlins furious in choir. If we're coming up with names for the YT-300 I kind of like: Momentous or Momentous Rage! I'm sure you all have great ideas? Hi Gang, I just posted a new video of the YT-300 concept cockpit. More photos and
updates on the way! More to follow! Greg, this miniature is even better than the last one! These stamps are killing me, Rsrsrs. W... You just hurt my brain. Again! The writing was on the wall, well, inside the upper front canopy. (third photo down rsrs) But obviously it's running on the Alpha Particle Type/Rutherford Atom Accumulating re-generating balance-
motor.... Or, RAGE for a short Last edited edition: Jul 20, 2019 Hi Gang, Just a quick update to the YT-300 Cockpit Build! I'm still editing the next video and I have a ton of new photos and videos of this weekend's adventures! I'll catch up with you eventually! But here are some images from the last few weeks! Enjoy! Added filler and another layer of skin to the
window Lots of trim mat to make The canopy gets another layer of skin Oh yes... and did I mention filling? Peek... More to follow then stay tuned! New vid on the way! Page 9 This is a THANK YOU to The Couch and all the other RPFers who contributed to this compilation. You were my inspiration to do this for my neighbors, 5-year-old Conor. This was done
over 3 weekends and a few long nights, so some of them were rushed to the surprise revelation. But i couldn't have done any of this without your Thank you! Coolest children's room of all time strangely you just gave me inspiration for my boy Luke Ha's room! He was so excited, he couldn't speak words. Absolute nonsense coming out. Over the moon! My
son has been asking for a bunk bed. Bunk. I better not show him that. Hi Gang, it's been a couple of hectic weeks but I'm finally back with another update! I started working on the large-scale head piece for the navigation chair. I hope to make this a mold of this... These 3D prints are amazing, but the amount of sanding and filling is a killer! Just sit back and
take your time with it More work on the YT-300 Concept is moving. I'm having a lot of fun with this project The front window has been a source of great joy and frustration, but she's finally coming back There's still a lot of work to do Canopy is getting the same level of attention Oh boy... More filling! Finally, a new video has been posted! I hope you all like it. As
always, thank you for all your continued support! More to follow then stay tuned... Greg! Guy! I always have to remember that this new cockpit is not on a scale of 1:1... the spray-can close was a good indicator Keep up the great work!! Greg! Guy! I always have to remember that this new cockpit is not on a scale of 1:1... the spray-can close was a good
indicator Keep up the great work!! I'm trying, J! I'm really hoping for a hyper-realistic 1/6 scale model. Izzy and I work hard together to ensure that these greeblies not only climb, but still retain as much detail as 3D printers allow. But most importantly... We're still having fun! Hi Gang, another vid to enjoy! Hi Gang, another quick video of my ongoing YT-300
Adventures! The weather should be unbearable this weekend (97-100 deg) so I may not do much. Bring the cold autumn weather! More to follow! Hi Gang, a quick sneaky peak on these adventures weekends! Work continues on the single-seat console for the YT-300 Concept! MMMMMM Primer Love this photo! More to follow then stay tuned! Hi Gang,
another quick update of this weekend's progress! Enjoy! The front window for the YT-300 is almost finished. There will be a lot of small details added to the inner side of the window. I designed and built a set of maint cabinets that are outside the cabin. I really like the idea, but I think I'm going to narrow it down to two closets. I need a little more room for the
aisle cushions. But I like the general idea. I don't know what the other side's going to get. Maybe a new/older main computer? Do I like the idea of seats or a single mini navigation chair? The head piece of the nav chair is squarer than the YT-1300 series (this also facilitates the creation) Console main greeblie I played along with random pieces that I had lying
in several main console boxes looking closer to getting some paint! Single seat configuration and console top panel. I think the top panel needs to be a little larger and bulkier side view -- you can see the 3 throttle lever (not 4) The main body panels finally see some life with the acrylic panel in place! Note how much of the side panel is exposed next to the
canopy More photos and videos on the way! Last edit: Aug 19, 2019 Love the maint/crew maint/crew idea Just a workship. No glamour or glory. Just making the day-to-day grind in the galaxy. I'd put a simple maint. console with a screen and keyboard on the opposite side. Just a stand up station. No seat. Of course you'd need the ubiquitous variety of
greeblies. Maybe some helmets hitting. Hi Gang, another quick update! Storage cabinets The outer skin has been added to the lid The front window is ALMOST READY! More to follow! Page 10 SofaKing01, here is a quick video of the Yoke we found for the Project. Still looking for the El Toro or Batwing Shift Handle. IzzyMel SofaKing01, here is a quick video
of the Yoke we found for the Project. Still looking for the El Toro or Batwing Shift Handle. IzzyMel OH MAN!!!! Look at this beauty thing! We at DEF need to find the El Toro Shift Cable. Definitely! Hi Gang, a Quick Fix video featuring the Orlando MegaCon! Enjoy! Hi Gang, OK... then the CNC won't be ready for a long time. So no Nav Computer until then.
Ugh... With all that extra free time I wasn't sure which direction to go. I talked to our friend Brian from The Smuggler's Room and he made me think about making another booth on a large scale. Although that was always the plan, I began to think of Joe Johnston's cockpit sketches from The Star Wars Sketchbook. I love these images! Brian and I shared some
ideas and he really, but a fire under my ass to create my own SW YT style cockpit based very strongly on Johnston's sketches. I love the idea! But with all the things there's a catch. I want to start small so I can work out all the details before going on a large scale. So my thought is that... A 1/6 scale cockpit based on Johnston's original sketches mixed with my
own design elements. If it works... we're going on a large scale! I've already started messing with the idea of the front window! What do you guys think? C, F, and I are the ones I like the most. I like the F&amp;I for the increased viewing area. Maybe not A&amp;D. The old design of the edsel motor car comes to mind. It wasn't popular in the '50s for a number
of reasons. Reminds me of Munch's scream, I have to say, I like F too. It would be nice to see the ground when landing a huge spaceship with a severely dislocated cockpit. I like F and so do I... That's exciting! I like the F&amp;I for the increased viewing area. Maybe not A&amp;D. The old design of the edsel motor car comes to mind. It wasn't popular in the
'50s for a number of reasons. Reminds me of Munch's scream, hey D, it's funny... I love Edsel looking and feeling the window. It may be out of place, but I like it. I agree that the window needs maximum viewing. Unlike the original Falcon, this window will be flat - no scallops or funny shaped panels. I have to say, I like F too. It would be nice to see the ground
when landing a huge spaceship with a cockpit severely Hey P, thanks for the check out. I did laser cutting that exact window over the weekend (vid coming). But I'm really starting to tilt tilt Options E and J. I don't know why... I like F and so do I... That's exciting! Hey K, thanks! It's exciting, isn't it? I think it's going to be a fun project! Is there no reason why I
can't make multiple windows and then we all vote on which one really looks better against the cockpit body? Hi Gang, Haven't had much time to play in the last few weeks. As I mentioned, I forgot how long it takes after buying a new house. To Do's many unforeseen events appear. But I'm getting there... However, I designed and cut 2 concept windows over
the weekend, along with another very important part of the cockpit. I hope this project is a lot of fun and let's see if I really finish it! The video and images should be ready tonight! Hey, wow... 3 very different designs. Thanks for the entry! yes, I don't know why, they just talked to me rsrsrs. I C gives you a bit of a starfighter feel that for a freighter just limits the
available (and already limited) usable viewing area. Do the other two look more Falconish or inspired and seem like logical changes in models or updates maybe? Hi Gang, just a quick sneaky peak in the weekend activities! EDIT: Don't know why only one image appeared? More to go on like this was tuned! Last edit: Jun 25, 2019 Page 11 yes Greg, the
great is back !! Is this the cockpit that will be part of the long construction of the Millennium Falcon? Is this the cockpit that will be part of the long construction of the Millennium Falcon? Hey TG, no. This is the travel version that will go to conventions, events, etc. But it's been a great construction practice for yourself/when we build the real thing! Hey SK, I just
came to leave this here for you. Looking forward to seeing more of the cockpit in full size again - Edit: Small update on the infoscreen screen plus additional option - Last edition: Apr 21, 2019 Hi Gang, Time for the End of the Weekend Update Back to work on the 1/4 Scale Console. I'd really like to knock this out and mark it off the list! I put the decals in place
and started drying fit the tiles &amp; greeblies to make sure everything fit Sure I added a flashlight behind the panel! So I designed and forged these new boxes for the back of the top instrument panel that I designed, laser-cut and painted these silver end caps An absolute shame plug for the YouTube Channel! Back to the head piece of the nav chair in full
scale! She's almost ready to be molded! I'm really taking my time with this piece there's still a lot to do! And finally, Episode 18 EN I was posted. Enjoy! More to follow then stay tuned! Hi Gang, and now... One word... Hey JLP, WOW! I love it! That's really cool. Is this excited in any way? Thx for his kind words To answer your question: No, not yet. Although I
really thought about giving it some kind of animation Some flashing or sth. Nothing to imagine tho ;D Thx for his kind words To answer your question: No, not yet. Although I really thought i'd give you some kind little animation. Some flashing or sth. Nothing to imagine tho ;D I think cheering up would be amazing! I think you're right, nothing too fancy just
something to give it life. I love that! Hi Gang, I'm working on the Ep 18 PT II vid but wanted to give you all a sneaky peak! DOCE throttle housing compressor! Also... More photos of Dallas and the Cockpit at full scale are on the way! More to follow! Hi Gang, dallas pictures!!!! Enjoy!!! The guys created a new nose platform that I originally wanted a smaller
platform, but created a real balance problem for the nose - so we were bigger removing mitch's smaller platform sanding/smoothing Bondo! Good! Heavy rodists! I sure miss her! In order to carry the big beast, the guys are mod'ing their trailer they're making the roof a little higher... then the top comes out! These guys are having too much fun! More to follow!
Hi Gang EP 18 PT II is finally finished and posted! I hope you like it! More to follow then stay tuned! Hi Gang, wow!!!! 1.7M views! You girls are all amazing! Thank you very much for the continued support and positive comments. I can't tell you how much I thank you all! Now I know I've focused a lot on 1/4 and 1/6 scale constructions. The cockpit is in Dallas,
so I had to fill my time with something... Right? With that, I promise... I'm planning another full scale and falcon-related construction! It's going to be amazing! I'm just waiting for the CNC machine to get up and run so I can start cutting the necessary parts. Thanks again, guys! I love you all! Fresh. New design inside the Falcon. I can't wait to see it. Page 12 Hi
Gang, it is with deep sadness that I warn you all that we will not be attending this year's Science Fiction Museum/Escape Velocity Con. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused and we are all very disappointed that we may not attend the gifts. There are still several conventions coming up and we hope to see you all soon! Hi Gang, I'm
introducing a new video series called The Quick Fix Junkie. Vids will be 1 to 2 minutes long, giving you quick highlights of Conventions, current buildings, etc... I will, of course, continue posting images on the forum, creating more Episodes and building props related to SW and most importantly... having fun! Enjoy! More to follow wait. Do you still have time to
make short videos, and regularly?! Note to myself: build the full-size MF cockpit. Reason: Chick. Magnet. But be careful. It could be one! WARNING: Adult-oriented Star Wars themed word game! Trap! Wait. Do you still have time to make short videos, and regularly?! Note to myself: build the full-size MF cockpit. Reason: Chick. Magnet. But be careful. It
could be one! WARNING: Themed word game of Adult-oriented Wars! Trap! Hey D, no... I don't have time to make short videos, work on kits, make regular vids and go for a regular 9-5 job. But I make it happen! Also... I have some bad news for you. This build/project has been the largest repellent I've ever shaved on myself... Already! lol Last edit: Jun 14,
2019 Its cockpit certainly sits around Sofa (and deservedly so)! I'd like someone here on the Old World side of the pond to put one together, following on the trail you exploded that was supposed to be doable. Your cockpit certainly sits around Sofa (and deservedly so)! I'd like someone here on the Old World side of the pond to put one together, following on
the trail you exploded that was supposed to be doable. Hey FF, I'd love nothing more than to be able to bring the cockpit and other related props across the pond. I think we'd all have a lot of fun! However, I believe there is someone on your neck of the forest who has built a TFA version of the cockpit. I don't know if it's on public display, but there is. Hi Gang,
just a quick warning... I'm moving into the new house and I'm probably going to run out of money for a few weeks. I'm trying to finish two more videos and I'll post some images posted in the last few weeks of progress to include images of the latest scam. I'm going to be a little covered up. It's been a crazy few months, but I hope things will get back to normal
soon! Thanks again for all your continued support! Hi Gang, just a quick warning... I'm moving into the new house and I'm probably going to run out of money for a few weeks. I'm trying to finish two more videos and I'll post some images posted in the last few weeks of progress to include images of the latest scam. I'm going to be a little covered up. It's been a
crazy few months, but I hope things will get back to normal soon! Thanks again for all your continued support! Good luck with all this. Moving is often very horrible, so I hope it goes as well as it can. Hi Gang, Blast post time FROM THE PAST. Hard to believe this is where we were six years ago! More to come! Wow, you'll be done in no time! Oh wait... On the
refrigerator, you can always get a mini fridge to tide you over and then, when the appliances arrive, use it in the workshop. Hi Gang, I'm back! I finally moved into the new house and everything is working... Mainly. I've even been able to finish the Ep 18 Part III I haven't been to the store in a long time, so it'll be fun to get back to work and start building again!
It's good to have you back! This booth looks great. It's good to have you back! This booth looks great. Thank you, Lieutenant W! Moving is NEVER fun... especially when its 96 degrees! But it's good to be back. Time to re-build things on a large scale! OH, NO, NO, NO, NO, NO, NO, I ended up buying a smaller fridge. I don't know where I'm going to keep it
now that the fridge's in place. The store already has a refrigerator... I've undone something. It's so nice to see the time and care the designers took to recreate the Falcon! The outer ship is beautiful! Thank you so much for sharing! Hi Gang, OK... So here's what's going on. Like all i have been working on all these 1/4 and 1/6 scale projects to fill the time since
cockpit is out in Dallas. As much fun as these reduced projects have been, I'm officially switching gears and going back to full scale stuff! After a lot of thought, the 1/4 scale cockpit I'm currently working on is getting boxed up and going to someone, within the RPF community, we all trust and admire! As much as I want to finish it, I really want to get back to
large-scale projects. PLEASE don't think about me delivering the 1/4 scale as you give up. I will work very closely with this person all the way and I know that the cockpit at scale 1/4 will be in safe and capable hands! More on that later. That said, I want to finish the 1/4 browsing computer. ... But Sofa, you said you were changing gears... Yes, I said that,
IZZY!!! Thank you for mentioning this... From this writing I'm waiting for the 1/4 scale nav decals to be printed and some 3D printed greeblies to be delivered so I can add them to the model and then... is done. But why finish the 1/4 Nav Com? The 1/4 scale is prepared for the precise full scale Nav Computer screen that I'm planning to build! At the moment,
I'm taking all the files for the 1/4 Scale Nav Com and resizing them back. Izzy and I will still offer the 1/6 and 1/4 scale consoles and cockpit kits, but it's time for me to personally get back to what I love to do! Full-scale construction! Also, the cockpit may be coming home, but we'll save it for another or future conversation. So that's where we're... More to
follow! Last edit: Jun 6, 2019 Page 13 Hi Gang, Time for that elusive Monday Morning Update! While I did a lot this weekend I managed to get back to doing some Full Scale work! Izzy sent me a new 3D print of the head of the Nav Chair! My personal chair has been without this piece for over a year! Let's create a mold of this so izzy doesn't have to spend
more than 200 hours printing this beast! She's a beauty! I've done all the rivet holes in the main body Anyone who has worked with a 3D PLA print knows how much preparation work will go to get a smooth finish... It's a lot of work, but it's worth it in the end! I sanded all the 3D rivets, sanded the soft body and then stomped with primer fill... a LOT of filler izzy
primer will eventually create a new template so we can avoid all these little bugs Oh yes... Bondo Filler Spot! THANK YOU, IZZY! I love you, buddy! Here's a sneak peek of the other activities this weekend! More to follow then stay tuned! Your new navigation chair looks like it will shape just fine! Hey couch, everything is amazing, sorry I haven't commented on
life in a while. Hi Gang, episode 17 is now posted. You must and will like it. There are no other choices. It's been a while since I came in here and WOW what progress have you made! Love. It's been a while since I came in here and WOW what progress have you made! I love it. Hey W, Shame for not logging in more often! Thank you very much for the
Words. We're connecting... It's no rest for us. I wish I could make a video where I actually do something from start to finish! Rsrs love the technique of Pad Making Greg... really looks good Thank you, J! The technique is relatively easy, I wasn't very happy with what they did. I'll sand them gently, add another layer of Podge, repaint, etc. Some of the pillows
look terrible and need to be removed and redone... Hi Gang, episode 17 is now posted. You must and will like it. There are no other choices. Oh, I love that. What kind of foam are you using? Would this simply painted foam support a full-size seat cushion? It's fun to see how you make the pads, but I can see why you don't feel like they've added quite the
feeling you were looking for. May I suggest again thinking about where the pads would be damaged, worn and dirty? I'd say that with Solo running around the ship kicking his monkey boots at things, the lower pads would be widely used, while the upper pads could remain almost untouched. I'm sure you noticed the wear on the construction pads in full scale
and could use this as a guide. Where the control panels are off the wall, the wear and tear will be different from the areas where the crew has just passed (interestingly, people don't seem to be walking on the ship). Maybe the occasional fires discolor some of them too. Only my five cents are worth it. Hi Gang, Monday Morning Update time! Here we go...
back to Full Scale Build! Photos from Dallas show Ken and Mitch working on a door slider mechanism that is much more solid than the cabinet hangers I was using! The shelves have finally been painted! A new mid-section platform (Main Body) was built with beefier casters I'm not sure what this is... Still! We have another full-scale nav chair piece being
crafted in Dallas while I work on mine here in Huntsville, a huge thank you to Matt for taking the time to print this monster! Finally, working a way to assemble the piece from the head to the nav chair and this is where they are! More to follow, gang! Con Season is here. Unfortunately, I will not be able to participate in most Cons, because I started a new job
and Have to stay close to home for personal reasons. But we're here! Stay tuned! DOUBLE POST - Had to remove last edited edition: Apr 15, 2019 Fun to be back to full size for a while. Oh, I love that. What kind of foam are you using? Would this simply painted foam support a full-size seat cushion? Hey S, thanks! The foam is nothing more than insulation
foam. Very easy to get a basement and can be found in most home improvement stores. Would the foam hold a full-size prop? Yes and No. Yes, the foam would hold if no one sit on it and it was for display purposes only. And no, the foam would break immediately after 3 or 4 sessions. If you are looking for a seat cushion I would try to venture into a fabric
store and see if you can find a 1 inch or 2 inch seat foam cushion and then cover with the material of your choice. Hope you did made It's fun to see how you make the pads, but I can see why you don't feel like they've added quite the feeling you were looking for. May I suggest again thinking about where the pads would be damaged, worn and dirty? I'd say
that with Solo running around the ship kicking his monkey boots at things, the lower pads would be widely used, while the upper pads could remain almost untouched. I'm sure you noticed the wear on the construction pads in full scale and could use this as a guide. Where the control panels are off the wall, the wear and tear will be different from the areas
where the crew has just passed (interestingly, people don't seem to be walking on the ship). Maybe the occasional fires discolor some of them too. Only my five cents are worth it. Thank you, FF! I wasn't thinking when I made the pillows. I added a lot of scars, cuts and holes in several of the pillows. I was just having fun with it. 2 or 3 of the pads will be thrown
out and I'll redo them. I think you're absolutely correct... the bottom pads would be more worn than the top pads. Maybe a few cuts on the top pads, but nothing like what I did - especially near the cabin. I laughed at your occasional fire comment! Dang... who turned on that piece of garbage! Your 5 cents are worth a lot more! Maybe six? Page 14 Kinky! I
mean, there's a twist in the hallway! By the way, when are you going to make the 1/5 scale kit? Hey LtW, Kinks, eccentric, twisted, it's all the same and I love it! The transition angle has been very difficult to design. I'm having a hard time aligning the flaps with the beams. I'm close, but I'm not happy. The 1/6 is very close to 1/5. Is there a segment of numbers
that are 1/5? With all these years of experience, you make everything seem so easy Greg Hey, J! Ha! These flap angles on the corridor curve are killing me. I've been ianator two 1/4 MDF 2x4 ft sheets trying to figure it out. Greg are you planning all over the nav chair as a kit? Hey S, I'm def planning to do just the chair. We haven't figured out a price yet, but
it will come with everything you've seen in both the posts and the videos and will come with a small base similar to the one below Are you interested in the 1/4 or 1/6 scale? Congratulations on the decals! They look great! What was the trick to making black be the right kind of black and not that gray problem you were having? Congratulations on the decals!
They look great! What was the trick to making black be the right kind of black and not that gray problem you were having? Hey BBD, thanks! I'm very happy with what they've done. What was the trick? Have a professional printer with high-end printers to do the dirty work. Wow, decals, very neat! Looks great too! Hi Gang, another great apology for the lack of
updates. It's okay, it's okay. I've just been in the store working like crazy to have this 1/6 scale cockpit kit ready for delivery. Izzy and I have been working through all the details to include updated decals. I found some some and had to re-re-end them to the printers. Most of the time, I've been sitting in front of the computer every day for almost a month (I
recently switched jobs and took a break) and we're almost there! I have played a bit at the same time with the cockpit in 1/4 scale - I need to get up from the computer from time to time! But, I don't want to bore you with all the details... Enjoy! The 1/4 scale nav computer saw a correct color change and now I'm waiting for the new decal I'm making a video on
this particular part of the 1/4 scale construction, but wanted to share it with all of you now! The pillows in the hallway are coming back to life! I made slits in the back of the insulation foam, rounded the edges and coated with Mod Podge to keep fit - it worked perfectly! I have to add age and scratch marks... Yes, of course. This block will pick up the lights of the
corridor My favorite... Weathering! I love that! Finally... Here's what I've been calling! Stage I of the 1/6 scale cockpit kit Stage I ends well on the door Stage II included part of the corridor (similar to full-scale construction) The nose has been removed, but you can see the similarities between this and the full scale. Plus, there is now a removable cover for easy
access to wiring! More on that after The inside is ready to go! This is the complete Stage I kit (less console, seats, acrylic and 3D printed greeblies). I'm on a ladder about 12 feet in the air. Ufa... Again, I managed to work on a few other things to include getting started building a new Nav Chair for the 1/4 Scale Nav Computer. You don't know that. Here's a
video of that same thing! Again... I'm sorry I didn't keep my regular schedule. All of you/girls were so amazing and supporting me I felt guilty falling behind. There's a lot more to come, so please stay tuned. Also, the Convention Season is coming up, so there will be a lot of the full scale coming up. More to follow! Don't feel guilty. I was just worried there might
be some kind of problem. I'm glad to see that everything is fine and the model is amazing! That's really cool. Can't wait to see the art of the box! Wow, the best kit: great job Couch, Izzy and the gang... Wait, that's like a Disco Group from the late '70s It's a joy to see you work, Couch! I like the trick to ensure that the seat a back aligned properly! For music was
good too, classic goes well with manual work! Page 15 SofaKing01 How are things? I only ask because you're a constant and frequent poster and it's been a bit. Hey LtW, things are going. I recently changed jobs, so I took some time off and looked for a new house. A lot going on all the time. I've been so busy in the store, finding a house, etc... Posting to the
RPF kind of fell. shame on me! Don't feel guilty. I was just that maybe there was some problem. I'm glad to see that everything is fine and the model is amazing! It's hard not to feel guilty after all the years of support and positive comments. You You have become like family and I never want to disappoint or disappoint them. That's really cool. Can't wait to see
the art of the box! Hey K! I don't know if there's going to be any box art for the cockpit. It takes 3-4 boxes to ship! Now that the kit itself is done I have to turn my attention to the actual instruction manual UGHHHHHHHHHH lol It's a joy to see you work, Sofa! I like the trick to ensure that the seat a back aligned properly! For music was good too, classic goes
well with manual work! Thank you, FF! I love classical music. YouTube has a music library for members who can use music for free. It is very difficult to find upbeat/classical music for vids. It's hard not to feel guilty after all the years of support and positive comments. You've all become like a family and I never want to disappoint or disappoint you. I feel the
same about this group, but when you don't put for a while I don't feel at all disappointed - it implies that you owe us something, when in fact, if anything, the opposite is true. From my point of view, when you post, it's as if someone brought doughnuts to work for no reason at all - it's purely positive and purely a bonus. The only negative thought is this: When
there's a long pause between the poles, Sometimes I start to worry that there may have been a laser cutter accident and you had a ponda baba'ed/Luke'd/Wampa'ed/Anakin'ed/Vader'ed/etc. hand (Every Limb Lost in the Star Wars Films | StarWars.com) Hi Gang, I finally posted part II of the Nav Chair! Enjoy! Part III on the way IS DONE!! I just watched it on
my TV. Sounds pretty good. But what about the Tupperware cover? You're not in this nav chair? Cool update as always. But it lacked the construction of falcons on a full scale. You're going all the way!!!!!!!! I feel the same about this group, but when you don't put for a while I don't feel at all disappointed - it implies that you owe us something, when in fact, if
anything, the opposite is true. From my point of view, when you post, it's as if someone brought doughnuts to work for no reason at all - it's purely positive and purely a bonus. The only negative thought is this: When there's a long pause between the poles, Sometimes I start to worry that there may have been a laser cutter accident and you had a ponda
baba'ed/Luke'd/Wampa'ed/Anakin'ed/Vader'ed/etc. hand (Every Limb Lost in the Star Wars Films | StarWars.com) LOL! When it comes to the laser cutter I somehow find myself losing a finger or worse... a foot. I just watched it on my TV. Sounds pretty good. But what about the Tupperware cover? You're not in this nav chair? Hey LtW, the lid is on its way.
Izzy had to print a new cover for me. I only had 2 covers for the cockpit chairs - which I'll also finish this weekend - hopefully! Hi Gang, large-scale construction photos now starting to run out of Dallas! Ken and his brother Mitch have begun work on rebuilding a new corridor platform! Out with the old... With the new... Alcass beefier! O O is also being heavy for
shipping for some future cons It should be more images soon! Stay tuned! Hi Gang, one more quick morning update before going to work... The final 1/12 scale test printing of the console decals is a success! There were some small scaling issues that need to be solved, but they look great! Izzy sent me some full-scale inertia levers for the canopy During my
long vacation I also cut some details to the bottom of the computer nav shelf I think adds that an extra level of detail I'm working on some videos that include the aisle pads and I'm finally finishing the console on a 1/4 scale! As usual... More to Come then Stay Connected! Page 16 Hi Gang, Part II of Ep 12 was posted! Enjoy! The Nav comp... Looks like a
vertical piano!!! LOL yes, I substantiate your feelings about the pads... I like them too!!! Good job as always... you are maintaining this high standard of quality!! Yaaayyyy!!!!! I just discovered your millennium falcon construction and I'm in heaven. I was looking for Star Wars gadgets to give me ideas for building my movie theater and their photos are priceless
to me!! I was wondering if you've ever posted 3d or laser files from some of the parts you do... or you can recommend a place to get them. This is gizmo's paradise, no doubt! This has to be one of the most epic construction projects on the internet. It starts on a full scale, so you say... Why not 1/4, 1/6, and so on!. You're crazy SofaKing01. Thank you so much
for letting me participate in this project. The sofa allowed me to make the molds for the 1/6 scale pilot chairs, and it was a blast! We made a quick video about the work that SofaKing01 is doing and the making of molds. Thank you, Couch!!! Here are some more of the 3d renderings of the greeblies cockpit I did for the YT-1300 1/6. I still have to print them with
the cubic photon resin printer. It's a start and more to follow: Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Here's an impression of this; Untitled by Izzy Mel, flickr untitled by Izzy Mel, flickr untitled by Izzy Mel, flickr untitled by Izzy Mel, Flickr Untitled by Izzy Mel, Flickr Untitled by Izzy Mel, Flickr Untitled by Izzy Mel, Flickr Untitled by Izzy Mel,
Flickr Untitled by Flickr I know. There's so much more to do. Last edit: Feb 26, 2019 Hi Gang, isn't it time to post some updates? Uh... Yes! I've been working really hard in the last few weeks both on the 1/4 Nav Computer scale and in the next 1/6 scale cockpit kit that goes along with the 1/6th console. Both are very close to finishing, but the 1/6th cockpit kit
will be I hope... Enjoy! The 1/6 scale window against the 1/4 scale window The nose and canopy are finished... time to work on the main body of cockpit frame door/housing and main rear wall han han Temp panel in place Looking up from the main window that's a lot of staples i love when things line up! Door frame/housing in place If you look closely, I've
created a lid for easy access to wiring. The id will simply rest in place. I wish I'd thought of that for my 1/4 scale... Episode 14 - the Nav Chair was posted! Thank you so much for all the continued support! These clips are adorable! By the way, it looks like you've improved the thickness (made smaller) of the edge of the front circular window, am I right? Thanks
for the tips. I understand why you don't post files. I had to ask. I was just looking for general tips. I've already built an R2 D2 on a full scale. It is very intemperate tattooine style. I built it before there was such a thing as a group of r2 builders or even an internet! I'm working on a shimmering fiber optic ceiling in my movie theater. I'm styling the room after the
arrest block in episode four. The arrest block's blast door was once built with a guard stormtrooper in front of it. The movie screen goes down in front of a stylized viewport after the display of a star destroyer I have a question. I'm looking for video files that look like tactical screens that I can put in a loop. Any ideas? Hey M, post some images! I'd love to see
what you're doing! The Nav comp... Looks like a vertical piano!!! LOL yes, I substantiate your feelings about the pads... I like them too!!! Good job as always... you are maintaining this high standard of quality!! Yaaayyyy!!!!! Thank you very much, D! I appreciate your continued support and kind words. There's still a lot to do! This has to be one of the most epic
construction projects on the internet. It starts on a full scale, so you say... Why not 1/4, 1/6, and so on!. You're crazy SofaKing01. Thank you so much for letting me participate in this project. The sofa allowed me to make the molds for the 1/6 scale pilot chairs, and it was a blast! We made a quick video about the work that SofaKing01 is doing and the making
of molds. Thank you, Couch!!! See annex 993773 B, LOVE IT! The video is amazing! Thank you very much for your help and the call in the vid. You and Iz are amazing! Here are some more of the 3d renderings of the greeblies cockpit I did for the YT-1300 1/6. I still have to print them with the cubic photon resin printer. It's a start and more to follow: See
Annex 993979 Untitled by Izzy Mel, in Flickr View Attachment 993980 Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Here is an impression of this; See Annex 993981 Untitled by Izzy Mel, in Flickr View attachment 993982 Untitled by Izzy Mel, in Flickr View attachment 993983 Untitled by Izzy Mel, in Flickr View attachment 993984 Untitled by Izzy Mel, no Flickr View anexo
993988 Untitled by Izzy Mel, no Flickr View anexo 993989 Untitled by Izzy Mel, no Flickr View View View 993990 Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr View attachment 993991 Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr View attachment 993992 Untitled by Izzy Mel, in Flickr View attachment 993993 Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr I know. There's so much more to do. Iz, these
models are amazing! Absolutely brilliant! I am very excited to see them printed at all different scales! These clips are adorable! By the way, it looks like you've improved the thickness (made smaller) of the edge of the front circular window, am I right? Lol! They hold/hold a special place in my heart. No seafarers as they are... they really are useful. The material
I used for the 1/4 and 1/6 scale windows was 1/8 MDF. If I remember correctly, there are 3 central rings of 3 1/4 on the 1/4 scale and only 2 for the 1/6. All the material is the same, but not so wide. I hope you answered the question? Last edit: Mar 11, 2019 STAR WARS: Galaxy's Edge Have you seen this photo? I love the wall and the door in the background
Hi Gang, I have worked non-stop to knock down videos, kits and everything in between! I wanted to give you all a sneaky peak at what's to come... on 1/6th scale! Also... EP 14 PT II is finally over! Enjoy more to follow then, please stay tuned! Kinky! I mean, there's a twist in the hallway! By the way, when are you going to make the 1/5 scale kit? Lovely time
there! The music was good too! Hi Gang, My apologies for the late post / responds to your comments. I've been working hard to make all these kits. It's been non-stop for the last month. Enjoy! The 1/6th cockpit and the corridor panel (Stage III) is almost ready panels of the 1/16th floor These angles have been the most difficult part of this project I painted the



navigation computer that houses the correct color I worked on some of the nav with greeblies and finally went back to work on the head pieces of the nav chair in scale 1/4 Check out the last video! We finally have some decals! Success!!! More to follow! Page 17 Hey Gang, I'm having a very hard time balancing between posting images and posting videos.
Of course, the images are posted long before the videos so you can all see what I was working on before the video even started. I have to find the right balance between video and images. I don't want one to suffer any more than the other. Does that make sense? If anyone has any ideas, please let me know. I may be wrong, Couch, but it looks like you might
be putting yourself on a timeline to put these things out there that most, if not all of us, don't even consider. I think we're all great for you to have time to share all this with us, so my suggestion is this... Maybe instead of trying to change or reduce how much you share, but scale back in time between posts. I know your weekend updates have been a staple in
this thread for several years, so maybe just take your time and release the videos more than one timelime as they become available instead of each update as the the Just a suggestion. I know you put a lot of time and hard work not just on your projects, but in your sharing with us, so if anything were to be taken out a notch to make it easier for you, I think
the newest editing (videos) would be the place to start. I may be wrong, Couch, but it looks like you might be putting yourself on a timeline to put these things out there that most, if not all of us, don't even consider. I think we're all great for you to have time to share all this with us, so my suggestion is this... Maybe instead of trying to change or reduce how
much you share, but scale back in time between posts. I know your weekend updates have been a staple in this thread for several years, so maybe just take your time and release the videos in more than one timelime as they become available instead of each update as the images. Just a suggestion. I know you put a lot of time and hard work not just on
your projects, but in your sharing with us, so if anything were to be taken out a notch to make it easier for you, I think the newest editing (videos) would be the place to start. Hey ST, thank you so much for taking the time to respond and for your advice/thoughts. Am I putting myself on a timeline or more than one box maybe? RPF has been my home since the
beginning of this project and the Weekend Updates, as you said, have been a staple from the beginning. I don't think I'm ever going to stop this, but... the channel has become very important as well. I spent a whole day doing/finishing 4 videos just trying to keep up with this weekend's Update. Whether good or bad, I'm taking pictures and shooting videos at
the same time. So it just makes sense to release them together - not one sooner or later. I can't be too far behind either. Images accumulate and vids are a pain to sort as well as edit. Does that make sense? What I don't want to do is just repeat what I'm posting on any website. I don't want to call it saturation, but maybe monotonous? Slowing the vids down
would put me way behind me. I'm trying to grow the channel, and if It's successful, I can do it full-time and I can share more projects with all of you. But where is this illusory balance? Maybe less photos and more vid content? Are the photos a sneaky peak? Wow, have fun with that! You're making them come out like a machine! You really need to apply with
Lucasfilm as one of your shipbuilders. Thank you, T! That would be amazing! Just spending a day or two working with all those talented people and watching these sets come to life would be a dream! Especially walking through the Falcon Interior! I love thsee videos. Very fun and inspiring! When do they go on sale? Thank you, F! I'm so glad you're enjoying
them. two more ready to post and then I'm all stuck up to the adventures this weekend. The kits will be available very soon. As I mentioned above, just a few obstacles to go. Looks great you make brilliant with that smaller smaller Falcon cockpit great skills guy. I'd love a large-scale millennium falcon cockpit in my garden but I'll need a 3D printer and some
more tools first and make it easier for myself. Also, I'd probably need some help to do it I could give you a chance in a couple of years. Thank you M! I love your ideas of having your own Falcon! Let me know when you are ready to build and I will fly and help you! I love your Sofa videos! Although they don't plan to build a Falcon anytime soon, they contain
enough general information and techniques to be interesting to the general kit builder. Putting images of the things you are using for us others to see is very useful, particularly here abroad, where the brands you use may not be available and we will have to look for replacements. The music is... Variable. I liked the slightly ragtime style of no 5 best so far ;-)
Hi Gang, episode 6 was posted! I've been playing to get back 20 days! I love your Sofa videos! Although they don't plan to build a Falcon anytime soon, they contain enough general information and techniques to be interesting to the general kit builder. Putting images of the things you are using for us others to see is very useful, particularly here abroad,
where the brands you use may not be available and we will have to look for replacements. The music is... Variable. I liked the slightly ragtime style of no 5 best so far ;-) Hey FF, thank you very much! Don't worry, i'm not going to be the plan to build the full scale MF is ALWAYS in the back of my mind. And as soon as I can financially... I'm doing it! I'm glad
you're enjoying the videos. I'll be cutting the times for about 6:00-7:00 min each and focusing on individual elements of the project by vid instead of bouncing around. The music is hard! I'm using the free Music Selection from YouTube. Although the musical selection is always growing it is difficult to find things that work. Hi Gang, I finally got all the videos! I
hope you like EP 7! I look forward to the weekend and coming back to the store! Hi Gang, the Weekend Update is here! I jumped in the ring in the hallway and pillows! Following the familiar shape of the 1:1 scale pads I cut and sanded the foam to shape The cushions took about 2 hours to cut, sand and shape AMO! And finally to compliment these photos, ep
8 was posted on YouTube! Enjoy! Hi Gang, another quick morning update! Just a few images showing some forward progress on the pads! Video on the way! And for all of you 1/6 scale fans out there... I almost finished the Nav Computer Kit! Many small tabs Still several pieces of acrylic to cut and of course the greeblies and decals! Plenty of room for
electronics! More to follow! Hi Gang, Work on Scale Pads 1/4 continues! very happy so far. Getting some weathering/details added coming out with the maintenance panel I'm tired of this fiberglass! Time to skin him! When I first saw this image, I thought it was the full scale! Finally... Finally... 8 Pt II was posted! Enjoy more to follow! Hi Gang, just a quick
update! I was able to finish time on the aisle cushions! Just a need to spray with clear satin and then we can check this off the list! More to follow! Oh, my God, between that and the videos, you're going to get burned. Take a breath, man. I don't know how you keep all these different scales separate. But these are amazing things. It just doesn't get any so. I
don't want to find him cowering behind the laser cutter in a cold sweat. Page 18 Oh yes, diggin' the videos too! Very well done. My opinion on the videos is that you've become an expert in sanding. Hi Gang, Weekend Time Update! Work on the Ring of the Corridor is coming to an end... Finally! I added the exterior finish, the filling and then the primer and
smooth sandpaper, I have also worked very the cockpit kits of 1/4 and 1/6. I've been able to improve the overall structure and assembly that I hope will make things a lot easier! The canopy has been the biggest fight/obstacle to pass through the vertical beams Floor Over in the ring of the corridor can be seen in Episode 9 below! More to follow then stay
tuned! Oh, my God, between that and the videos, you're going to get burned. Take a breath, man. I don't know how you keep all these different scales separate. But these are amazing things. It just doesn't get any so. I don't want to find him cowering behind the laser cutter in a cold sweat. Hey K, thank you so much! Don't worry about popping. I freaked out a
long time ago. Believe it or not, I'm more excited/excited than I've ever been! I found that sweet spot between making vids and posting images and I'm having a total blast! That ring with the cushions in the hallway is the Greg bomb, just the bomb Thank you J! I'm very happy with what these pillows have become. It was so much fun to resist them. And it didn't
take long! When does that happen? Hi Gang, time for another update! Added primer to the 1/4 Greeblies Yokees Dry Fit Upper Armrest Greeblie Air Intake Throttle Lever Instrument Panel (Chewie's Side) Greeblie Corridor Ring Greeblies Ep 10 is now posted! Enjoy more to follow to stay connected! Hi Gang, time for another update! A lot of good stuff going
on! First, I resisted the 1/4 scale greeblies! The bids... Air intake The upper arm rest greeblie gasthator levers Vickers ventilates armrest levers I also finally finished the nose section of the cockpit 1/6 scale! The floor is 1/16th Frame MDF - they fit perfectly Finally, I started adding details of the aisle ring! There's still a lot to do, but I love the look and feel overall
- especially the last and certainly NOT least cushions... the last Episode was posted. I hope you're having fun and enjoying! More to follow! impressive detail... The most impressive... Lovely, for sure... what kind of you used, btw? Lovely, for sure... what kind of hoses did you use, btw? I just discovered your millennium falcon construction and I'm in heaven. I
was was for the Star Wars gadgets to give me ideas for building my movie theater and your photos are priceless to me!! I was wondering if you've ever posted 3d or laser files from some of the parts you do... or you can recommend a place to get them. Hi Gang, Another Weekend Update! I took advantage I changed gears and created a display base for my
computer and 1/4 scale nav chair! Not exactly accurate screen - the grid floor in not located in this area but I love the look I laser cut some super tiny details! Side panel for the nav computer teaser image of what's to come! And of course... Another video was posted More to Follow! Stay tuned! Very excellent once again. I love the little greeblies, but once
photographed, it's hard to know if it's full scale or the lovely miniature version for sure... what kind of hoses did you use, btw? Thank you, J! The hoses in question are called flexible wire caps. They are divided by the average length wise so you can put the loose wire on the lid. They come in various sizes and are very cheap. I just discovered your millennium
falcon construction and I'm in heaven. I was looking for Star Wars gadgets to give me ideas for building my movie theater and their photos are priceless to me!! I was wondering if you've ever posted 3d or laser files from some of the parts you do... or you can recommend a place to get them. Hi MN, thank you very much! Glad you're enjoying the /build thread
project. We don't usually post files. That doesn't mean we don't help people who reach out. But we can't just give files to anyone who asks. Many people have spent many years creating and cataloging all the pieces. If you are going for that familiar Use Universe Look that we love so much, my suggestion would be to start looking for electronic irons by scrap
parts misc- wire tears, plastic cutting pieces, small light weight motor parts, etc. You'd be amazed at what you can find in a junkyard/scrap metal. Broken parts are the best and usually the cheapest. Another great place to look is EBAY. Look for: Vintage parts - TV, typewriter parts, aviation parts, vacuum parts, washing machine/dryer parts, reel for player
parts, disc player parts, film camera/projector parts. Is there a part you're looking for or are you just getting ideas? Thanks for the tips. I understand why you don't post files. I had to ask. I was just looking for general tips. I've already built an R2 D2 on a full scale. It is very intemperate tattooine style. I built it before there was such a thing as a group of r2
builders or even an internet! I'm working on a shimmering fiber optic ceiling in my movie theater. I'm styling the room after the block of in episode 4. The arrest block's blast door was once built with a guard stormtrooper in front of it. The movie screen goes down in front of a stylized viewport after the display of a star destroyer I have a question. I'm looking for
video files that look like tactical screens that I can put in a loop. Any ideas? Page 19 That That be a lot of work if you just did it on a scale! Where are you moving? Different city, or just different house? That would be a lot of work if you only did it on a scale! Where are you moving? Different city, or just different house? Hey LtW, actually, I think it would be a
lot less work if I stayed on a scale... The 1/12 was just a test to see if the console could be done. I've got a lot of work ahead of me. I have to finalize the cockpit at 1/4 scale in preparation for a possible kit. So I take this and reduce everything to 1/6. So if there is any demand, take the 1/6 and reduce again to 1/12... Ufa... much math so early in the morning.
I'm going to stay in the area right away. I'm just looking to reduce the size and reduce the monthly payment. Yes, more money to spend on the Falcons! Wow!!! Iz... These pictures are amazing! Two quick questions, Couch... a). Where you are moving, and b). Is the large-scale cockpit permanently based in Texas right now, or will it eventually come back to
you? Two quick questions, Couch... a). Where you are moving, and b). Is the large-scale cockpit permanently based in Texas right now, or will it eventually come back to you? Hey T, I'm not leaving the state. I'm just trying to reduce the size and stay in the immediate area where I'm in right now. The cockpit is temporary living in Dallas. For the next year or so
will be going on tour/conventions. Texas has several big conventions that we want to enjoy before we venture into other parts of the country. We hope to go to SW Celebration in April, but we know that larger props have been significantly reduced. After a few years, the cockpit can go back to Alabama. But don't worry! I will build a second cockpit that is even
more accurate to screen, have better mobility and even more modular than the current cockpit. And if I have the room... I'll add more of the runner on full scale! And yes... I will post more images and videos from See 2! Wow, have fun with that! You're making them come out like a machine! You really need to apply with Lucasfilm as one of your shipbuilders.
Hi Gang, EP 4 is now posted for your pleasure to see! More to follow! O Sofaking01. Here's a 1/6 scale console video. Absolutely amazing! It takes courage to make the pin strip on this scale. Amazing work, Iz! Hi Gang, Weekend Time Update! Enjoy! Part I: The maintenance panel takes shape Added primer to the detailed surround monitor Started to paint
all the finishing pieces and nice details see some color added... Primer is amazing, but color means forward progress! More details part II Below Hey Gang, I'm having a VERY HARD time balancing between posting images and posting videos. Of course, the images are posted long before the videos so you can all see that I was working on before the video
even started. I have to find the right balance between video and images. I don't want one to suffer any more than the other. Does that make sense? If If You Have any ideas PLEASE let me know. Part II: Adding Ink and Details The cluster gauge box sees some color! Yes! More color! Body is finally painted and bottom panel painted white for contrast Details
added More details Painted buttons the small mixer / slider white button Adhered the side greeblie Dry fitting the tiles Let's add a little color! GREAT PART III coming! Hi Gang, EP 5 is posted and ready for your viewing fun! Hi Gang, I hope you all like EP 5: PT II! I love thsee videos. Very fun and inspiring! When do they go on sale? Looks great you make
brilliant with that smaller scale big scale falcon cockpit expensive skills. I'd love a large-scale millennium falcon cockpit in my garden but I'll need a 3D printer and some more tools first and make it easier for myself. Also, I'd probably need some help to do it I could give you a chance in a couple of years. Page 20 Thanks to Izzy for this wonderful update and
you, Greg for that beautiful cockpit window Thank you, J! The canopy is finally getting to that point where I can move on to something else... speaking of which I have another update to post Hi Gang, Part II: Small Details My adventures with the greeblies of scale 1/4 and 1/6 continue I might have to redesign this greeblie - the edges did not align very well
New Housing Accelerator and other greeblies 1/6 going to Izzy Upper details console 2 main button pads for the main console Smaller block of buttons A package arrived to send me... All Izzy 3D models include these 1/4-scale DOME PANEL LIGHTS on AN INCREDIBLE scale! Lenses are just test pieces, but... Painted the silver bezel YES... the inner side
of the lens shows the Fresnel effect! SO COOL! Part III Below Last edition: Jan 4, 2019 Part III - Fiberglass and Corridor Ring Back to the fiberglass body! I noticed some areas of concern Dry fiberglass - not good I broke some resins and covered the dry areas and filled in any other areas of concern Cut some parts of styrene Time to add more layers to the
outer and inner surfaces of the aisle ring and of course more filling... Honestly... this process never seems to end! Another area of concern is how to mount the fiberglass halves to the main body - I designed and laser-cut these beams They will essentially assemble here The idea, if it works, after joining the beams in place I'll use flat head screws and simply
screw the fiberglass to the beams I have to remove some of the reflective HVAC tape Other side IV Below Part IV: The Cockpit Input Wall I then laser cut these other beams crossed and adhere to the place I then started removing material from the wall Repeated the process below for what the hell is this thing? More for Part V coming! Last edit: Jan 4, 2019
Hi Gang, It's that time again! Part V: The Cont'd Entrance Wall Now that I've drilled holes in the entrance wall does it make sense to do something to fill those holes? Laser cutting these hooks mounted on the inner side of the maintenance panel Hooks slip slip the openings and simply locks to the cross beams Temp added some beauty panels And this...
That's where we were updating this weekend... On the way! Stay tuned! Hi Gang... What the hell... the internet is working, Photobucket has not crashed and I have time... Let's post the activities this weekend! Part I of VI! Part I: The Nose of the Cockpit I spent a lot of time trying to get the floor of the nose flat I spent a lot of this weekend sanding... I
strengthened the underside of the nose - it's ugly, but it worked! I added a little sanded filling the clean edges then to change things I spraying black primer - I love the look! It's so close to the end More to Follow! Working on EP 3 for the YouTube channel that highlights this weekend's progress... Stay tuned! As always, fantastic. We had a great time this
weekend, i hope a little bit went your way. Hi Gang, another update! Part II: The fiberglass skin Just as I cut the top skin I mod'd the lower fiberglass skin I bored the sides leaving the bottom to cover the frame I laser cut these mounting strips and adhered to the frame for the skin to mount part III - on the way! Part III: Canopy Work on canopy continues - but
we're getting close! I softened the vertical beams Painted the black floor interior nose and temperature placed the vert beams DEF some gaps to fill I love this angle! The interior will be FUN! More to follow! Hi Gang, Part IV: The 1/4 scale maintenance console I redesigned this surround monitor with tabs for easier mounting That's not a pencil... That's a
toothpick! More small details cut laser and filling ready I manufactured a new board Gauge Cluster Cluster Cover &amp; Trim Plate Cover sanded and attached monitor panel with more dry parts to follow! A toothpick? Oh, boy! You're going to go blind! Hi Gang, Part V: The Corridor Wall &amp; Entrance made holes in the wall frame to help keep in place More
work on this guy... Sanding NEVER ends To help keep the walls in place that I designed and lasercut a new floor with cut tabs I added the tabs at the bottom of the frame and cut the holes in the PERFECT floor! Wow!... a plan comes along? And it's still a circle! Part VI Down! Part VI: The Maintenance Panel This little guy is starting to take shape! Just like the
full-scale version I sanded the OH JOY edges! Future sanding! Dry fitting MMMMM Primer MMMMM Primer Fuzzies Gauge box More dry fitting And this is where we are! More to follow! Hi Gang, my apologies for not responding to all your comments! I've been very busy with work, projects, the YouTube channel and a flooded bathroom (which has kind of
prioritized). I appreciate all the kind words, positive comments and likes! You all rock! Haha, the micro-Tardis is a blast! Having built my part of Airfix kits in my time, I am very impressed with your micro-greebly parts! Hi Gang, I just finished EP 3 of What a Piece of Junk! Enjoy the big update Greg; love the fact that you can judge the scale better by comparing
it with your hand hand (a little) Page 21 SofaKing01, Here's my update in the 1/6 scale version: Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Untitled by Izzy Mel, flickr untitled by Izzy Mel, flickr untitled by Izzy Mel, flickr some back lighting tests: Izzy Mel's Falcon Project, Izzy Mel's Flickr Falcon project, Flickr Falcon project by Izzy Mel, Flickr I Love the Maintenance Panel!!!
Haha, the micro-Tardis is a blast! Having built my fair share of Airfix kits in my day, I am very impressed with their micro-greebly parts! Hey FF, the Tardis is for a good friend of mine. Like many projects I had to put that aside and she is not happy with me! I love the laser cutter. Your ability to cut such fine details (when the settings are correct) still surprises
me. I love getting those perfect parts out of bed. You always put a smile on my face. Great update Greg; love the fact that you can judge the scale better by comparing it to the size of your hand (a little) Thank you, J! I'm glad the videos are helping visually with the scale of the different projects. There's A LOT more coming to include the Nav Computer and
probably a 1/4 and 1/6 gunner station! Because? Why not! SofaKing01, Here's My Update in The 1/6 Scale Version: See Annex 976989 Untitled by Izzy Mel, in Flickr View Attachment 976990 Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr View attachment 976991 Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr View View 976992 Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr View attachment 976993
Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Note Some Rear Lighting Tests: See Annex 976994 Falcon project by Izzy Mel, on Flickr View Attachment 976995 Falcon project by Izzy Mel, on Flickr View Attachment 976996 Falcon project by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Iz.... These pictures are amazing! Blue and white tiles and stripes unite everything. BRAVO, my friend! I love the
maintenance panel!!! Thank you, K! I was hoping to do some work this weekend but a flooded master bath prevented me from doing anything away from the house. But that's okay. Despite my exhaustion, I made the video and posted it. I have a 3 day weekend coming up and I'll be focusing on the main panel. Loving the videos you're taking the time to make
and share now! Very nice to see your workflow in action. Also, it will really show how large quarter scale is still. Anyone with dreams of a complete Falcon, even on this scale, it is better to have some property reserved... Only the cabin is huge. Loving the videos you're taking the time to make and share now! Very nice to see your workflow in action. Also, it will
really show how large quarter scale is still. Anyone with dreams of a complete Falcon, even on this scale, it is better to have some property reserved... Only the cabin is huge. Hey ST, thank you very much! I'm glad you're enjoying the videos. 'm find the right balance between posting to RPF and what to show in the video. I don't want to show too much about
RPF, since the images usually go first. I hope it's an equal balance. The scale 1/4 1/4 28 inches wide! This is considerably smaller than the full scale, but HUGE when compared to other scale models. Lights at the top and bottom of the control panel, Rocker Switches added, and yokes too: Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Lights by Izzy Mel, flickr on Flickr
Added air intake template and diffuser with the surround Untitled by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Parts by Izzy Mel, on Flickr I did some work on nav chairs. Add leather to the bench pads. Also a comparison photo next to the previous version of my PLA 3D printing of the NAV chair. Izzy Mel's NAV chair, izzy mel's Flickr NAV chair, Izzy Mel's Flickr NAV chair, Izzy Mel's
Flickr NAV chair, Flickr Hey ST, Thank you very much! I'm glad you're enjoying the videos. I'm trying to find the right balance between posting to RPF and what to show in the video. I don't want to show too much about RPF, since the images usually go first. I hope it's an equal balance. The 1/4 scale is 28 inches wide! This is considerably smaller than the full
scale, but HUGE when compared to other scale models. I meant the whole Hawk on that scale. Seeing that cockpit, my mind is assuming the whole thing would be the size of my two-car garage. And for what it's worth, I think you're doing a great job with how much you share. I think most of us are not very partial to how you share since we can all follow along
with this amazing project! Amazing work! Really detailed and realistic. Looks better than the real rsrsrs. Any stl. available files? SofaKing01, I put it inside the prototype cockpit and turned on the lights: Izzy Mel's Lights, on Flickr Lights by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Lights by Izzy Mel, on Flickr next to it's cover the seats with leather. Hi Gang, Weekend Time Update
FINALLY! My apologies for the long wait... things have been crazy! Things could get crazier in the next few months, because I'm moving, so I'll be away from the projects and the computer. Anywho! I worked on the 1/4 section of the lower nose scale adding more brackets I've always been disappointed with how this nose section turned out. As I slowly
introduced the cockpit kits, I found myself in the position of having to redesign my nose. So I ducked down and did it! Using some scrap MDF I cut the first round of testing cuts This version uses the toughest 1/4 MDF - not the very versatile but thin 1/8 MDF So far all right, time to get serious! I used the rest of the junk MDF and went final! I added a lot of meat
to the SOLID stand like a rock! Note the difference between Old and New Part II in the Path Part II: A Change of Scenery I decided to challenge myself and see if I could create a 1/12 version of the console. I received many requests and questions re: a 1/12th console so I decided more instead jump and do that! Basic Kit Panel - 1/16º Acrylic (real kit will
probably be 1/16º MDF) Clear acrylic adhering that armrest i lowered the console from 1/6 working scale to for for - it was just a matter of dividing everything in half that made it REALLY SIMPLE! But I realized very quickly that I really needed to add more tabs to help align the Pieces Of Black Primer Instrument Panels By the way! As you can see there will be
a lot of stuffing and sanding to do There is! Base Part III - on the way! Part III: 1/12th Fun and Acrylic! Greeblies acrylic For the scale Throttle box box glass pane snares on the lever mounted using a heat gun I leaned to shape nose panel plate with the filling of the ventilation panel in the throttle housing More filling Further Down! Part IV: A console takes
shape what I thought I could knock out on a weekend was technically correct. I built the console and cut all the greeblies in one day, but the filler and primer took forever to dry due to the cold... Ugh... But it was still a lot of fun! Instrument panels get their guide boards It was really amazing how well everything fits being scaled in half from version 1/6 - all tabs
aligned! Primer MMMMM I had to add a thin sheet of styrene to the top instrument panel to close a gap between the panel and the 1/4 lots body and 1/12th scale greeblies! More to follow then stay tuned! Page 22 PART III: 3D models and scale kits 1/6 and 1/4! I did a lot of work over the holiday weekend on the 1/6 and 1/4 scale kits, which meant a lot of time
sitting on the computer. As much as I like it... I hate it because it cuts the real time working in the store... Oh well... Anywho... 1/4 scale nav computer is almost ready for prime time! Next, I'll scale Nav Com to 1/6! This first test kit will be directed to Fuzzual Lots of panels... but you're also looking at ALL 1/4 scale cockpit parts too! Izzy is also working to get
these 3D models ready to go too! Flight Yoke That's a lot of stuff to remove! DEF sanding wrapped to soften all the edges - but what a beautiful piece of work! ALL RIGHT, IZZY! 1st layer of primer usually highlights all the areas I missed sanding the first turn around This thing is beautiful! The details are amazing! Izzy also printed these 1:1 greeblies scale
canopy beams! The real-world item is called the Teleflex Harness Inertia Reel LOVE IT! Can't wait to put these together and a 1/4 scale version! 1/4 Scale Emv Dertion Computer Parts! Sitting together with a new dome panel of light housing whew... I have a lot to do IV &amp; V Parts are coming! More to follow so Stayed Tuned! Last edit: Jan 3, 2019 Hi
Gang, EP 2 is finally finished and posted on our new YouTube Channel! Stay tuned! More to follow great work in episode 2! Fantastic video. Hi Gang, I've been so busy I forgot to post the other updates... IT'S FOR ME! Part IV - The Canopy I love when the styrene does not want to play with others A lot of sanding I really need to fill these small gaps between
the window cut and the skin Light ... More Sanding Filler! Part V - below part V - Canopy and Outer Skin MMMMM Primer Let's load the and see what happens! Whoa... It looks good when everything equals Annnnnnd... More fill Preparing to permanently adhere to the vertical beams in place Getting closer to a perfect fit! More to follow! Great update Greg
Loved the YouTube video... I can visualize the 1/6th scale better! Follow the great work as always (and thank Izzy for me) Happy New Year and may 2019 bring you more happiness and health than ever before! 1/6 Scale progress console photos: Scale greeblies for cockpit by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Scale greeblies for cockpit by Izzy Mel, on Flickr on Flickr
Scale greeblies for cockpit by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Scale greeblies for cockpit by Izzy Mel, on Flickr 1/6 Scale rockers ready for resin printer: Greeblies scale for cockpit by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Scale greeblies for cockpit by Izzy Mel , on Flickr Working on some new Greeblies for the Falcon: Scale greeblies for cockpit by Izzy Mel , on Flickr Scale greeblies for
cockpit of Izzy Mel, on Flickr This still needs work, but the basic way and design is there: Greeblies scale for cockpit by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Happy New Year everyone! We got another year! I want to thank you all for your continued support over the past 6.5 years. You/girls are amazing and I appreciate the kindness you've all shown. For those we have lost,
may we remember them with honor and through wonderful stories. I hope everyone has a safe and amazing 2019! Do you have plans for the falcon cockpit shell? I'm impressed with what you got along the way. Hi Gang, Update Weekend Time... In 5 parts! Part I: The Canopy I'm amazed at how much work continues on this part! Sanding, filling, sanding,
filling... You know what to do! Vertical beams saw more attention Another layer of primer All these little gaps keep popping up So I saw all these little areas of attention So I laughed... I completely lost the padding on this entire side of this beam after 2 coats plus primer coats and hours of sanding... your DEF is worth the time and effort! Almost there I wish
you/girls could see it up close! More to follow! Last edit: Jan 2, 2019 Thanks to Izzy for this wonderful update and you, Greg for that beautiful cockpit window Great update Greg Loved the YouTube Video... I can visualize the 1/6th scale better! Follow the great work as always (and thank Izzy for me) Happy New Year and may 2019 bring you more happiness
and health than ever before! Hey J! Happy new year! Let's hope 2019 brings us good luck and happiness. Thanks! Izzy's making me look bad with all her hard work. Your 3D models will only compliment what I'm doing and the DEF will help me look good. Can't wait to see how these kits end up when we have the Printer working! Page 23 SofaKing, I was
reading through the section of you working with the decal and decal paper. I'm sending a message (PM) with some links to a guy who still has printer ALPs working (with a stock of spare parts and cartridges). He is here at RPF and has a lot of experience with decals and his graphics The Alps printer, as you may know, can print with opaque white ink and
also a 4th color metalic (silver or gold) That means a piece/one step waterway barefoots as the type professionally made in model kits. Also turn on a guy who also has a state-of-the-art $10,000 laserjet printer that can also print on opaque white and metallic inks. It also has a print bed larger than the Alps. If you are using the Decal Paper Decal Testors brand
from your LHS, there are specialized, best-performing decal jobs available out there. I'll dig up these links too. Related: The problem you are having with the light film causing the black back-ground not to be so dark where the decals are placed on the surface; - Is the color of the base ink under the decal a semi-gloss (or satin) black? Thanks, I must have
mistakenly skipped those pages when I was trying to get caught in this topic. sorry for this The decals and smaller scale consoles look great BTW ! Don't worry, i'll be right back. It's always fun to go back and see what I was doing and where I was. Thank you so much. I just got great news from colleague RPFer Izzy re: the decals! SofaKing, I was reading
through the section of you working with the decal and decal paper. I'm sending a message (PM) with some links to a guy who still has printer ALPs working (with a stock of spare parts and cartridges). He is here at RPF and has a lot of experience with decals and his graphics The Alps printer, as you may know, can print with opaque white ink and also a 4th
color metalic (silver or gold) That means a piece/one step waterway barefoots as the type professionally made in model kits. Also turn on a guy who also has a state-of-the-art $10,000 laserjet printer that can also print on opaque white and metallic inks. It also has a print bed larger than the Alps. If you are using the Decal Paper Decal Testors brand from your
LHS, there are specialized, best-performing decal jobs available out there. I'll dig up these links too. Related: The problem you are having with the light film causing the black back-ground not to be so dark where the decals are placed on the surface; - Is the color of the base ink under the decal a semi-gloss (or satin) black? Hey GG, funny you mention the
ALPS printer... Fellow RPFer Izzymel used his always impressive spinning and trading skills to secure an APLPS 5000P printer (I believe) and should be delivered on week or so! We are VERY excited and one step closer to having the decals for the 1/4 and 1/6 scale ready for delivery! Any link you can provide for a better role would be wonderful. Please
note: I need the paper to be 11x17 for the instrument panel decals. This yarn keeps giving: giving me pleasure (and a big smile) every time I'm checking the progress of the Cockpit Hi Gang, PART IV - The Nose Cone Hour to tackle and get a little more work done on the nose cone/canopy So how am I going to skin the lower nose without screwing it up! So...
while thinking about the skin of the nose I sanded the canopy a little more Still have to get into these tight areas I sanded the inner filler and finally got some primer added! Okay... Time to tackle the lower skin of the nose! I cut the whole nose and trimmed the edges of the tape had to add some pieces of horizontal tape to prevent the tape from being broken
when removed - adhered to the styrene I started cutting from the styrene I left enough slack on all sides to ensure a good fit And that's where we are so far! Stay tuned! This thread keeps giving: giving me pleasure (and a big smile) every time I'm checking the progress of the cockpit Hey J, that's the idea! As long as you girls keep inspiring me... I can only do
the same. Hey SK, I just wanted to know, are you working on form plans or head prints? (as head cannon, but for plants) Hey BK, the basic structure is based very strongly on the 3D model of Steve Starkiller from MF. But the real picture is completely invented by me as I go. I look at a lot of images behind the scene and just sort of copy and scale down...
They don't call it the Ship of Riddles for nothing! man with this primer on it takes a whole new look, always nice to see gray on things in progress!! blows up my mind to see it go on a small scale one!! man with this primer on it takes a whole new look, always nice to see gray on things in progress!! blows up my mind to see it go on a small scale one!! Hey S, I
love the primer stage! The 1/4 and 1/6 scales have been a lot of fun to do. More work than I thought. but still so much fun! Here! Me too! with primer you can pretend you don't know what it looks like underneath or what it's actually made of... just focus on the shape and quality of the surface. SofaKing, Regarding the decals, whether your base layer of black
paint is a semi-gloss or satin, that's why you're getting that slightly lighter hazed/film look where the transparent parts of the decal are located. It is because flat finishes (Matte) and semi-gloss have a very thin tooth on their surface. This holds very minute air bubbles under the surface of the film decal, the way to avoid this is; You need to have a purely Gloss
surface/substrate - in the areas you are placing the decals. A good shiny surface is perfectly smooth. You won't have the micro air bubbles trapped underneath. After the decals dry, you can then place a clear layer of Flat or Semi-gloss the area to achieve the final finish you want. (which also serves to protect decals from wear) This may mean that you initially
paint (for example) the console with a black gloss and then spray a semi-gloss finish for the entire piece piece the decals are set in place. Or you can just spray a light gloss coat on just the areas that receive decals, following with a light semi-gloss after the decals have dried for at least 24 hours. I would definitely do some experimentation and testing with the
paints/finishes you are using first. To thoroughly check compatibility. Mixing brands or types of spray paints can sometimes cause poor results/interactions. That is: cracks, wrinkles, peeling etc. Keep in mind too, satin, and light semi-gloss coats, and especially matte light coats (plain) can white cake in corners and slits if applied too thick in a coat. Better to
have 2-3 thin coats allowing some dry weather between coats. And there's definitely no high humidity when painting these clear finishes! True lacquer paints will give you better results if you succeed, they are increasing hard to find with most major brands of spray paint. Last edit: Dec 20, 2018 BTW, I apologize if you already knew this about decal
applications, do not want to insult your intelligence, ... i'm not even trying to sound like a know everything. (Before the advent of the Digital Age, I use an airbrush and a retouch gun for a lot of illustration work... and have painted on a myriad of surfaces. (and paints too) Not jus illustration board, but also surfboards, glass, textiles, cars, motorcycles, helmets
etc.) I am very impressed with the ingenuity you showed during this construction! I have certainly taken notes; and learn some new techniques to add to my playbook Hey SofaKing01, not be a pest... but, may I ask what 2D/3D software you are using for you CAD work? sorry if this has already been mentioned earlier in this topic. Here! Me too! with primer you
can pretend you don't know what it looks like underneath or what it's actually made of... just focus on the shape and quality of the surface. Unfortunately, we are our worst critics when it comes to doing. We always know what's underneath all the filler and primer! SofaKing, Regarding the decals, whether your base layer of black paint is a semi-gloss or satin,
that's why you're getting that slightly lighter hazed/film look where the transparent parts of the decal are located. It is because flat finishes (Matte) and semi-gloss have a very thin tooth on their surface. This holds very minute air bubbles under the surface of the film decal, the way to avoid this is; You need to have a purely Gloss surface/substrate - in the
areas you are placing the decals. A good shiny surface is perfectly smooth. You won't have the micro air bubbles trapped underneath. After the decals dry, you can then place a clear layer of Flat or Semi-gloss over the area to achieve the final finish you want. (which serves to protect the decals from wear) This may mean that you initially paint (for example)
the console with a black glow and then spray a semi-gloss finish to the entire part after the decals are set in place. Or you can just spray a light light glow over only the areas receiving decals, following with a light semi-brightness after the decals dry for at least 24 hours. I would definitely do some experimentation and testing with the paints/finishes you are
using first. To thoroughly check compatibility. Mixing brands or types of spray paints can sometimes cause poor results/interactions. That is: cracks, wrinkles, peeling etc. Keep in mind too, satin, and light semi-gloss coats, and especially matte light coats (plain) can white cake in corners and slits if applied too thick in a coat. Better to have 2-3 thin coats
allowing some dry weather between coats. And there's definitely no high humidity when painting these clear finishes! True lacquer paints will give you better results if you succeed, they are increasing hard to find with most major brands of spray paint. Hey GG, THANKS for the info! Very useful. I hope the ALPS printer solves all my ongoing problems with the
decals. I'm sure there will be a little learning curve, but the fact that we have ALPS is amazing! Wait for some 1/4 and 1/6 scale console updates with some newly printed decals. BTW, I apologize if you already knew this about decal applications, I do not want to insult your intelligence, ... i'm not even trying to sound like a know everything. (Before the advent of
the Digital Age, I use an airbrush and a retouch gun for a lot of illustration work... and have painted on a myriad of surfaces. (and paints too) Not jus illustration board, but also surfboards, glass, textiles, cars, motorcycles, helmets etc.) I am very impressed with the ingenuity you showed during this construction! I have certainly taken notes; and learn some
new techniques to add to my playbook NOT AL ALL! I appreciate the time and experience you are sharing. How are we going to learn something if we're not open to the experiences and experiences of others! Thank you so much. I'm still learning. Hey SofaKing01, not to be a pest... but, may I ask what 2D/3D software you are using for you CAD work? sorry
if this has already been mentioned earlier in this topic. Again... No, not at all! Believe it or not... I'm a corel guy. Not a big fan of Adobe's drawing tools. Photoshop is a different animal and VERY impressive. But your drawing tools... Eh... Anyway, we started using a free drawing app called Inkscape. It's not a bad app. The PC we have in the store is not a
graphics machine by any definition, so we installed Inkscape for everyone to use. Inkscape also exports DXFs - the format that the s/w laser cutter uses. I have to be able to make changes quickly and in real time, so... the long answer to your question - Inkscape. I hope this helps? Thanks, I'll take a look at the I like Adobe Illustrator and corel, but it hasn't
kept up with the latest iterations of corel. Laser cutters i use prefer Corel as the final format for export. By the way, here is a simple formula to determine the development of the surface for a cone (i.e. the main cockpit cockpit Also, do you know about repositionable spray-mount? Used by quilters. You can get Aleene's repositionable Tacky Spray at Joanne
Fabrics &amp; Crafts I use it when cutting with a CNC mill or laser cutter is not practical. I simple print the shape/standard 2D printer, spray the back of the paper and plop it down on the styrene sheet (or leather, fabric, vynil etc). It is easy to remove after you cut the shape. Leaves little if some residue, which can be easily cleaned with a little water or alcohol.
Last edit: Dec 21, 2018 Hey thanks, I will look into Inkscape. I like Adobe Illustrator and corel, but it hasn't kept up with the latest iterations of corel. Laser cutters i use prefer Corel as the final format for export. By the way, here is a simple formula to determine the development of the surface for a cone (ie: the main shape of the cockpit) See the accessory
967149 Hey GG, always wondered what was the formula to find the surface of the cone. Nwo... if I knew what I was looking at? Page 24 In the case of the CockPit Cone (technically a conical section) you would have to project the slope of the sides of the cone (forward) into the space to which they converge to a point. The length measured at that imaginary
point is S (the St. Sloped Height) A few years ago I was working on an exhibition for the Smithsonian Air &amp; Space Museum (in DC). We were making a 1/10 scale model of the Chandra Satellite. even on a scale of 1/10 the conic conic section was 9 feet long. Designed for the Point or Tip cone was about 29 feet long. In fact, we set up a beam compass
30 feet long. went to the parking lot, stuck on a large sheet of tyvek, and 3 of us shook a large bow with the compass. The pattern turned out great. -Only off for 1 which was ok as I planned an over-lap of 3. The final material was thin gauge aluminum wrapped over a metal and MFD superstructure. (not unlike some of its frameworks) It's still on display
suspended about 14 feet in the air. Last edit: Dec 21, 2018 Hi Gang, PART V: The Outer Skin I was finally able to fiberglass the bottom of the outer skin There are still CLEANING MUITOs to do, but we are making progress! Beautiful clean edges I found center and lined on the base WOW ... that looks strangely familiar I have to create some mounting point
for the skin to screw on both overhang married pieces! It's a beautiful sight. I'd rather there be more than less time to start cleaning these edges This weekend will include sanding the soft fiberglass and hopefully the first layer of styrene more to follow! I'm sorry, I lost my wink. I was watching it on my phone. I didn't know you were kidding. I was thinking, if you
might be having trouble sticking plastic to wood? I had this problem too. For larger surfaces, such as your total, we use industrial grade contact cement. This material is mixed with thinner lacquer or acetone (depending on the manufacturer) and sprayed powdered a paint gun. I learned to work with him in high school while working in a place that made
Camper, Trailers and Trailers This was what was used to put in fiberglass, metal or plastic in the frame of the RVs. It's a bit painful to have all the work of mixing and spraying. (looks like a silly rope when sprayed) I was going to look at the kind of contact cement we use for laminated countertops. That can be brushed or rolled (or sprayed) I have also used
barge cement in a leather work project. I was going to try too. This is the toxic version (red can) which is what your shoemaker uses to glue the soles of his shoes together. A big advantage is that it remains flexible. It can be diluted though... I don't know (yet) if the solvent will attack the styrene. The toxic version of Barcage cement (Red Can) works better
than the latest, less toxic (Blue Tube/Can) Fair Warning: toxic material is known to cause cancer in the state of California, fortunately you are based in Texas! I look forward to seeing you! Here's a sneaky peak!! ..... To answer the proverbial question: how do you call/call/call/start-up The Falcon? the answer: there is more than one way to skin a womp-rat!
Wow! very good work! Disney should have a contract with you to build things in full size! BTW SofaKing, you might be interested in this: These guys make plastic film to adhere to the glass/windows. Most, continue with a static grip or as a colored glass film used in car windows and car packaging they have some films that are good for use as light diffusers,
backlit graphics as well as colorful shades and various geometric effects, chrome, silver &amp; metallic finishes. They have free samples... which themselves are often large enough for most miniature designs of spacecraft on a normal scale (perhaps not however for their gy-normous scales!) Decorative film products | Decorative Films 1PVC fleft sheet
Worked in the manufacture of the sized versions of the lights of the Dome Pan. 1/4 and 1/6 scale dipped versions: Izzy Mel's Dome panel lights, on Flickr Dome lights panel by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Dome panel lights from Izzy Mel, on Flickr I ran to paint them and assemble them should have expected the paint to dry completely. The 1/6 will have to be
repainted. Oh well, it's a test anyway: Izzy Mel's panel lights, on Izzy Mel's Flickr Panel lights, on flickr dome panel lights by Izzy Mel, on Flickr Now I just need them in red, blue, white and yellow. Wow... talking 'bout miniature Good job Izzy! I loved your 1/6 scale cabin construction x. I see you took a chance and came to the curious digital side? what kind of
3D printer are you mainly using? Good job Izzy! I loved your 1/6 scale x cab construction. what kind of 3D printer are you mainly using? Thank you. I use Raise3D and CR 10 for large prints and anycubic photon for small pieces of Ooh detail! I'm keeping an eye on the Also! He deserves all the kudoz he has received, it's no surprise considering who had a
hand in developing it, I've been lucky and had access to such cool 3D printers in the last 15 years or so. It was only recently that 3D Desktop printers have arrived where I really want one. I'm considering the latest Formlabs model for detailed little things. So I tried to see the differences in the cockpit between Solo-Ep4-Ep5-Ep6-Ep7-Ep7-Ep8, and there are
some!! See for yourself: That's why you need to choose the one you like the most and go with it. Mine's the ESB. That's why you need to choose the one you like the most and go with it. Mine's the ESB. Interesting take IzzyMel, now, after seeing them closely, I realized that Ep5-Ep6 are the same set, and that Ep7-Ep8 are based on the Ep5 set, so these four
are pretty much the same, Solo has some details that you can throw him in the basket which is Lando's version, and nothing to discuss there, although I miss the two working screens in that iteration: about this is used by Han in the ESB when looking for systems, even hard to ever see it in full front, and another, which has displeased by the time of EP4 next
to the seat of pilots, which is a sad lack. Ep4 is a puzzle is different from all other sets, and has fewer lights. Something I found for SofaKing to check is this (be sure to see it on mobile because computers don't give the full effect): Star Wars 360: View The Force Awakens Set Panoramas in StarWars.com - UPDATED 4/5 | StarWars.com Hi Gang, check out
EP 1 on our new YouTube channel... What a piece of junk. Sorry for the poor sound quality. I'm still discovering this whole issue... Okay... Time to get back to work! Last edit: Dec 23, 2018 Amazing as usual. My carpenter uses polyurethane glue, super-powerful things, much better than superglue. I just saw the new video! Thanks for the scream! I can't wait
to see where the show goes. Hi RPF, wishing everyone a very happy holiday, Merry Christmas and a Safe and Happy New Year! : ) Hi Gang, Time for that End of the Holiday Weekend Update - in 5 Parts Part I: The Exterior Skin As everyone knows I created a fiberglass skin to go around the exterior of the cockpit in a 1/4-hour scale trim! I checked the area
to be removed After making a pass with the band saw (hard to get photos) I put the smooth edge on the back against the ring of the corridor and tapei in the position Time for sand / file away all this protrusion! I slowly removed the material and tied the aligned edges as I went around the body recording while I go nice and smooth! All the edges are plumb I
decided to put the skin against the ring of the runner - this would have added a lot of general width to the skin The lower skin will be fun... I have to sand some of the lower areas of the skin so that it is aligned before I can add any styrene Part II Below PART Main window, corridor ring and nose Added more fill/primer to nose The main window finally saw saw
LOTS filling primer to add and the runner ring as it comes fighting with me every step of the way! UGH PART III Below page 25 Hi Gang, No End of the Weekend Update this time. I am sorry. I've been busy working on the instruction manual for the 1/4 and 1/6 scale console kit. But even better! Our YouTube channel ... What a piece of garbage... it's FINALLY
up and I posted our first video. It's just a video of Coming Soon, so please check it out, share and subscribe! More to follow! First Subscriber! Hey, guys! as well as a side note, what parts are these: Hey BK, we have called these canopy boxes. They have several levers and greeblies attached. They are very prominent in this outlet, but we think the boxes that
were removed and only the greeblies that were attached remained and adhered to the canopy itself. I love the look of the boxes and I've already built them. Just waiting when the canopy is ready to accept them! Brilliant job well done I don't have the machinery to do this mabye in a few years though I could do I'm still a baby in prop doing only 16 months so
far, even though I'm 42 years old rsrsrs. I'd love to face this cockpit a little more running one day your great brilliant friend job well done I don't have the machinery to do that mabye in a few years though I could do I'm still a baby in prop doing only 16 months so far even though I'm 42 years old rsrsrs. I'd love to face this cockpit a little more running one day
your great friend Hey M, thank you so much for the kind words. I didn't have any of the tools I have today when I started. All the LED holes I made by hand! It was a chore, but I had a great time! It's funny. The only thing that kept me from drilling all these holes was me. Now I have laser cutter and/or CNC. What if that happens? OH MAN, I DON'T KNOW
WHAT TO DO. Rsrs If your 42, 22 or 62... the fact that you are building something and having fun is the most important thing. The more you build, the more experience you gain. You will start to see all the shortcuts and find better ways to make things easier. But don't lose sight of the fun! Speaking of runner... I'm always tinkering with the idea of building a
part of the corridor to simply attach to the existing cockpit. That would be So MUCH FUN! Last edit: Dec 14, 2018 Hey BK, We have called those of Canopy Boxes. They have several levers and greeblies attached. They are very prominent in this outlet, but we think the boxes that were removed and only the greeblies that were attached remained and
adhered to the canopy itself. I love the look of the boxes and I've already built them. Just waiting when the canopy is ready to accept them! Hey SK! I love the idea of greeblies, levers and buttons, they remind me dhc-6 Twin Otter who has the accelerator in the aerial section and you accelerate with your hand up!! Hope you can post some photos when they
are on top! I'm putting together a video on the whole hawk photo! Hawk! Let you know when you're in Hi Gang, Weekend Time Update! Part I of V it was a different kind of weekend this time as I started taking video of what I'm doing. It eats a little time, but Hopefully with the new YouTube channel everything will work out! Anywho... PART I: Runner ring I
continued work on the aisle ring I added more styrene Super glue is good thing... until it doesn't work and you need tape to help, because it cures a lot of tape I then added filler What a mess! Ha... more serious tape... Super Cola just didn't want to join. I have to get some super glue actuator spray. I hear your good stuff! Primer! I laser cut some new details
Since everything is sanded smooth and the edges are all clean I'll join the cut back in place Both filling and sanding still fits! PART II - Below PART II: Runner Ring (Cont'd) Filling Filling and Tape It's Funny... Most of this ring will not be seen because of the ring pads and or your face away from the first layer of primer view after all the YUCK sander! There's
still a lot to do not to worry about... I'll make it soft PART III - Coming Up! The first video for the YouTube channel is in progress, as I always say... Stay tuned! Hey SK! I love the idea of greeblies, levers and buttons, they remind me dhc-6 Twin Otter who has the accelerator in the aerial section and you accelerate with your hand up!! Hope you can post some
photos when they are on top! Hey BK, oh don't worry! The tx guys are working on the canopy now. Once you're ready, I'll go in and start adding all the greeblies and details to include the canopy boxes. Here are some pictures of the finished boxes... Can't wait to see these turned over and permanently mounted in place! Again, still my favorite construction
topic in RPF! Great work! Curious? on the Hawk runners, how would you go on the square pads and rectangular pads to line the walls and rings of the aisle? Do you know how they were made on the original set? Hi Gang, PART III: The walls of the cockpit entrance corridor that I designed and laser cut these parts I will permanently adhere to the corridor wall
parts together The new laser cutting parts will overlap the joints I have to make sure that everything is aligned Let's have fun! I wiped wally world from his for sale signs and started skinning the han aisle frame is very particular about who he lets in the cabin! Trim to fit I then laser cut these parts It's hard to see, but are dots guides at the bottom of the frame to
help with mounting on the floor - there are 6 points in total (3 and the side) There is the famous blue ribbon! The edges of the main console fit perfectly! More to follow! Last edit: Dec 18, 2018 Again, still my favorite construction line in RPF! Great work! on the Hawk runners, how would you go on the square pads and rectangular pads to line the walls and rings
of the aisle? You know how how were made in the original set? Wow! Thank you, GG! That means a lot! Thank you. Re: The smaller ring pads - check out the link. This brings you to the process I used to create the 1:1 Millennium Falcon Cockpit Replica cushions - Group Build I'm still not sure how we'll approach the larger pads. We can create one and then
make a mold and create the rest of fiberglass. Still working on different ideas. We think the originals were in fiberglass. A few years ago I talked to someone who was on the tfa set and they told me that the Falcon pads, for tfa, were in fact fiberglass. We can take that approach. Wow!!!!!!! These are amazing! in Solo they are used to deploy the landing gear,
can not find another use in the OT, but these look so large!!! Hey BK, THANK YOU! I can't believe how long it's been made. They're eager to be put to use. poor lil guys. There is a scene from the ESB where Han flips some switches that are mounted on the boxes. I believe it's the scene where they enter the asteroid field and just before Han say Chewie set
271 Hey Thanks, I must have mistakenly skipped these pages when I was trying to get stuck on this wire. sorry for this The decals and smaller scale consoles look great BTW ! Page 26 Just a thought... but the slotted MDF will fold to the other side? then its flat side out?? Just thinking it would mean you can use the grooves to fill with glue/resin to keep fit and
leave it with much less work to fill and smooth the outer surface. Hey L, I can try to double the MDF in the opposite direction but I wonder how much more manipulation I would have to do? Anyway, I intend to cover the MDF with a single layer of styrene to get that smooth finish and all acrylic greeblies will adhere. I don't stay here as long as I'd like. So I see
beyond the 1:1 scale, you're doing two other smaller scales also right. So what's the plan for that? Of course they're doing a great job on all this. Hey JM, thanks for the kind words! Yes! That's the plan. I originally started doing version 1/4 on a scale 1) out of pleasure 2) no one had ever done that and 3) the full-scale version is in Texas getting some new
clothes! Fellow RPFer Izzy convinced me to start working on a 1/6 full-scale version to keep up with the 1/6 scale community. We had a serious interest in the 1/6 kits, so we are very excited to finish it and deliver it to interested parties. Yes, the MF cockpit windows look much better with twice the finish! MDF is easy to fold... 1) You can make saw lines thicker
and it will bend more easily than a smaller one and you can reverse it and have the nice side up. Glue a thin sheet of wood or plastic, place it for 24 hours and it will hold the shape you want. Hey JB, Accepted. I'm a good thing I had time to double the cut. It adds the volume needed to frame the windows. The more I think about it, the more I lean towards
fiberglass. If I can find a cheap glass table to use as the work surface the glass will plain mirror minus any imperfections I might miss. Hey JM, thanks for the kind words! Yes! That's the plan. I originally started doing version 1/4 on a scale 1) out of pleasure 2) no one had ever done that and 3) the full-scale version is in Texas getting some new clothes! Fellow
RPFer Izzy convinced me to start working on a 1/6 full-scale version to keep up with the 1/6 scale community. We had a serious interest in the 1/6 kits, so we are very excited to finish it and deliver it to interested parties. So you can put the 1/6 figuers in it, I'm guessing. So don't be good at scale size, or math. Imagining, on what scale would the model of
1.80m and yours would be larger. Hi Gang, Part III - The Vertical Beams I finally managed to create the vertical beams of 1/4 of the canopy scale Because of the styrene layers, gravity and humidity, the angles, of course, were all slightly off, so there was a lot of reformulation/sanding/cutting to make Cropped Edges Love it! Returning to the signs for sale I
skinned each beam Added the interior finish Making sure it still fits! Same Process Filling for The Upper Beam Part IV Below Part IV - The Vertical Beams (Cont'd) Lots and Lots of Filling Primer! Primer MMMMM The outer edges of the beams are perfect! Han side I then added an extra layer of styrene on two sides to help blend the edges between the finish
and the beam Finally... I cut the styrene to fit and added filler What the hell... Part V Down! Last edit: Nov 28, 2018 Part V - Vertical Beams and Canopy Windows Continued my adventure by skinning the sides of the canopy window openings - tape applied and cut The tape acts as a model Remove the tape and adhere to the styrene cut the ends that were
perfectly aligned with the tape, but gave the inner/outer edges some extra reproduction Adhered to the place Sided the excess Oh boy... Much filling needed in these corners I continued the Filler process! Vertical beams slowly arriving when the vertical beams are permanently adhered, I will fill in the small gaps that I was thinking strongly about adding
windows, but I decided against it... maybe next time and this is where we are! Part VI - Coming! Hi Gang, Time for Part VI I designed and laser cut these strange shapes that I sanded and put them together Hey Now... We have the beginning of the cockpit entrance... Finally! I temporary added the oldest aisle ring and everything still fits! Part VII Under Part VII
- A New Corridor Ring I spent several hours on the computer cleaning files and getting to the point where I can start cutting! The result? A new runner's ring! I lasercut these very thin cutting parts They will eventually be adhered to and go all the way around the Choo Choo ring I made the mistake and adhered to the too soon... Internal brackets burst a few
more signs of For sale and cut to fit once I cut the excess styrene I recorded the edges for 2 reasons... Using the older aisle as a model I cut the 3rd piece of styrene, but left a little extra in on end The edges of the blue ribbon showed me exactly where to cut the PERFECT excess! The 2nd reason for the tape was to spray both surfaces, styrene and MDF,
with 3M adhesive and mounting - the tape predicted any over spray I cut all the holes for potential wiring It was where I spoiled the membership of the cutting parts to the ring - I skinned the inside of the ring that made the skin cut VERY difficult. I'll remove the trim this weekend, clear the edges, cut and reapply More Next! Last edit: Dec 4, 2018 This is an
UNBELIEVABLE FIND! I know you had the AAAAAAA A a moment like we all do when finding that part of the real world. Are there any out there? Once there was a coach console. It was probably dropped after the skylab missions ended or may be sitting in the basement of a retired NASA engineer waiting to be discovered! Hi Gang, Time for Part VIII - A
Familiar Shape In addition to the new corridor ring I laser cut these familiar Interior shapes supports Gee Panel that looks familiar... Acrylic details and panel faces I laser cut this acrylic mess Hard to see the basic shape Another greeblie primer! Part IX Down Part IX! That's better. More panels over 10 tall and this is where we are... I just wanted everyone to
know that me and colleague RPFer Izzy, with the help and encouragement of Fuzzual, are getting ready to start our own YouTube channel! The channel will focus not only on large-scale cockpit construction and smaller scale versions of the cockpit, but also on other small projects we're working on as the nav computer, other MF-related parts, and any
SW/SciFi-related design! More details to come! We will always be updating the RPF, but we hope you all follow and join us for the next chapter of our adventure! As usual... More to follow! Loving all the details you are putting into this laser cutter should be a God send! Hi Gang, Weekend Time Update in 3 Parts! Part I - A New Direction The MDF skin I cut
wasn't working so I broke the fiberglass and started working! I made sure that the glass mat fit with the pencil lines Mix the resin Now we wait for the resin to start to heal I put wax paper/parchment throughout the cabin At a certain point the resin heals where you can touch it, but the glass is still flexible. I put more paper in the fiberglass and put the MDF on
the paper i then cut along the lines of the MDF and removed the excess fiberglass leaving me with nice straight lines! I gently picked up the glass and covered it over the cockpit and tied the edges in place I didn't pick up the glass as smooth as I wanted, but both the inside and the exterior will be covered with styrene so not too worried about it Nice! Once the
fiberglass has healed in preparation to put another Glass Part II - Bottom II - Preparing kits As I mentioned I am starting to make kits of the 1/4 and 1/6 scale consoles. Eventually, the cockpit can become a kit too... But But But Now, I'm working on the nav consoles and chairs. Here's the latest Nav Chair preparation kit going to Izzy to test Some styrene
options too I was finally able to find that sweet spot in the laser cutter settings to cut acrylic styrene - the same parts but a little too thick in some places I'm also including a base for the console sit MDF top layer has the look of the wavy carpet tight fit! 1/4 Scale kit going to Fuzzual that will highlight this project on your YouTube channel! Part III coming! Stay
tuned! Last edit: Dec 3, 2018 I just finished all 209 pages, absolutely amazing! Amazing!
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